


















Donald 0. Crutch ley Term enpires 1991
Susan S. Link Term eKpires 1992




Uilliam N. Prigge Term expires 1992
TOWN CLERK - TftX COLLECTOR




Frances Hallett Term expires 1992
HIGHWAY AGENT








Winston A. Wright Term expires 1991
REPRESENTATIVES
Donald 0. Crutch ley Term expires 1992
Katherine Metzger Term expires 1992
TIMN OFFICERS
COMMISSIONER OF PLANTE MEMORIftL PORK
Robert U. Dunton Term expires 1991
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Saturday 9:00 AM - 12:00 noon
THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
TOWN WARRANT 1991
To the inhabitants of the Town of FitzMi 1 1 iaiR, in
the County of Cheshire, in said State, qualified to
vote in toMn affairs, you Are hereby notified to meet
at the Town Hall in said Fitzwilliaoi on Tuesday, the
twelfth day of March nent at seven (7:00) o'clock in
the afternoon to act on the following subjects:
ARTICLE 1. To bring in your votes for the election
of one Selectman for three years, one Fire Ward for
three years, two Planning Board members for three
years, two Budget Committee members for three years,
one Trustee of Trust Funds for three years, one Trustee
of Library for three years, one Cemetery Commissioner
for three years, and three Commissioners of Plante
Memorial Park for one year.
Polls will open not later than 2:00 p.m. and close
not earlier than 7:00 p.m., or such later time as shall
be authorized by vote of the town.
ARTICLE 2. (By Ballot) Are you in favor of the
adoption of AmcKidment No. 1 as proposed by the Planning
Board for the town zoning ordinance as follows:
Creation of a FITZWILLIAM WETLANDS PROTECTION OVERLAY
DISTRICT?
D™ D NO
ARTICLE 3. (By Ballot) Are you in favor of the
adoption of Amendment No. 2 as proposed by the Planning
Board for the town zoning ordinance as follows: Amend
hkite #3 of the Table of Standard Dimensional Regulations
to make the Minimum Lot Area requirements consistent
with the proposed Wetlands Ordinance?
D "^^ D NO
ARTICLE A. To hear and act upon the reports of
agents, committees and officers heretofore chosen.
THE STPTE OF NEU HftMPSHIRE
TCM4N WftRRONT 1991
ARTICLE 5. To see if the town wiLL vote to appoint
a coiunittee to have charge of the Memorial Day exer-
cises, or take any action thereon.
ftRTICLE 6. To see if the town will vote to author-
ize the Selectmen to borrow money in anticipation of
taxes.
^TICLE 7. To see if the town will vote to rescind
all previous votes relative to compensation for the
Town ClerU-Tax Collector, and authorize the Board of
Selectmen to establish a salary and benefit package,
such action to be retroactive to January 1, 1991, or
take any action thereon.
ARTICLE 8. To see if the town will vote to raise
and appropriate the sum of $1,800.00 to support the
operation of the Meadowood County Area Fire Department,
or take any action thereon.
ARTICLE 9. To see if the town will vote to raise
and appropriate the sum of $1,768.00 for the support of
Monadnock Family Services, or take any action thereon.
ARTICLE 10. To see if the town will vote to raise
and appropriate the sum of $20, 000. Ml for the re-
surfacing of town roads, or take any action thereon.
ARTICLE 11. To see if the town will vote to raise
and appropriate the sum of $30,000.00 for repairs to
the Howeville Road, or take any action thereon.
ARTICLE 12. To see if the town will vote to raise
and appropriate the sum of $20,000.00 for repairs to
the Sandy Hollow Road, or take any action thereon.
ARTICLE 13. To see if the town will vote to raise
and appropriate the sum of $10,000.00 to be added to
funds already raised, to be used for the purchase and
crushing of gravel, or purchase of gravel already
crushed, for use by the Highway Department, or take any
action thereon.
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THE STftTE OF NEU HftMPSHIRE
TOWN WftRRftNT 1991
ftRTICLE 14. To see if the town will vote to raise
and appropriate the sum of $6(9,000.00 for remodeling
the Village Fire Station, or take any action thereon.
ARTICLE 15. To see if the town will vote to raise
and appropriate the sum of $1,000.00 to be added to
funds already raised, to be used for the purchase of
protective gear and monitors for the Fire Department,
or take any action thereon.
ARTICLE 16. To see if the town will vote to raise
and appropriate the sum of $2,250.00 to resurface and
line the area under the Recreation Department Pole
Barn, or take any action thereon.
ftRTICLE 17. To see if the town will vote to raise
and appropriate the sum of $4,000.00 for the purchase
and installation of a heater in the recycling building,
or take any action thereon.
ftRTICLE 18. To see if the town will vote to raise
and appropriate the sum of $4,000.00 for the purchase
of trailers to be used at the recycling center, or take
any act ion thereon.
ftRTICLE 19. To see if the town will vote to raise
and appropriate the sum of $8,000.00 to create a Capi-
tal Reserve Fund for the purchase of a vehicle for the
Police Department, or take any action thereon.
ftRTICLE 20. To hear the report of the Budget Com-
mittee and pass any vote in relation thereto.
ftRTICLE 21. To see if the Town will vote to author-
ize the Board of Selectmen to arrange for the selective
cutting and sale of timber from town owned property, or
take any action thereon.
THE STfiTE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
TOUN WARRANT 199L
ARTICLE 22. To see if the Town will vote to estab-
lish the price of a 10» k 10* lot in Pine Grove
Cemetery at $125. 0<9 for residents and $35(9. (M for non-
residents, and to require all purchasers to establish a
trust fund in the amount of $200. (M at the time of
purchase to cover the proper care of the lot, provided
that an affirmative vote on this Article would super-
sede action taken on Article 20 at the Annual Meeting
of the town of March 9, 1971 and any other vote of the
town with respect to establishing prices for lots and
trust funds at the Pine Grove Cemetery, or take any
act ion thereon.
ARTICLE 23. To see if the Town will vote to author-
ize the Board of Selectmen to expend the balance of
funds in the 225th Anniversary Account for the purpose
of preserving historical town records in accordance
with the report of the special committee apF>ointed by
vote of the 1988 Town Meeting on Article 38, or take
any action thereon.
ARTICLE 2A. To see if the Town will vote to author-
ize the Board of Selectmen to trade, sell, or otherwise
dispose of any unusable vehicles or equipment of any of
the departments of the Town, or take any action thereon.
ARTICLE 25. To see if the Town will vote to author-
ize the Board of Selectmen to convey any real estate
acquired by the town by tax collector's deed or execu-
tion of a real estate tax lien by the Tax Collector,
such conveyance to be made by public auction, or adver-
tised sealed bids, in accordance with RSA 80:80, or
take any action thereon.
ARTICLE 26. To see if the Town will vote to author-
ize the Board of Selectmen to accept on behalf of the
town gifts, legacies and devises made to the town in
trust for any public purpose, as permitted by RSA 31:19,
or take any action thereon.
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THE STftTE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
TOWN WftRRPiNT 1991
ftRTICLE 27. To see if the Town will vote to author-
ize the Board of Selectmen to apply for, accept and
expend, without further action by town meeting, money
from the state, federal or other governmental unit or a
private source which becomes available during the year,
in accordance with RSfl 3l:95-b, or take any action
thereon.
ARTICLE 28. To see if the town will vote to author-
ize the Board of Selectmen to accept the dedication of
any street shown on a subdivision plat approved by the
planning board, provided that such street has been con-
structed to applicable town specifications as determined
by the Board of Selectmen or their agent, or take any
action thereon.
ARTICLE 29. To see if the Town will vote to author-
ize the Board of Selectmen to withdraw accumulated in-
terest in the Sports Field Capital Reserve fund estab-
lished by Article 17 of the Annual Meeting of the town
in 198A and to transfer said funds to the general fund,
it being the intent of this Article to close out this
Capital Reserve Fund, or take any action thereon.
GIVEN UNDER our hands this / day of February in
the year of our Lord, nineteen hundred ninety-one.
Thomas F. Parker
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SOURCES OF RE\^NUE
For the Year 1991
SOURCES OF
MftRCH 13, 1990 SYNOPSIS
ANNUAL TOWN MEETING - FITZUILLIAM, NH
The Annual Town Meeting was called to order at 2:00 PM
by Moderator Uilliam Prigge. The empty ballot boK was
displayed and voting started immediately on the
following article:







MARCH 13, 1990 SYNOPSIS
PNNUftL TOUN MEETING - FITZWILLIftM, NH
The polls closed at 7:00 PM. The regular business
meeting Mas opened by the Moderator. The salute to
the flag was followed by a prayer by Jesse Davis. The
reading of the entire warrant at this time was waived
and each article was read individually before acting
on same.
Article 2. To hear and act upon the reports of
agents, committees and officers heretofore chosen.
Selectman Parker moved the Article and it was second-
ed. Mr. Parker spoke about the Town Report and the
various reports in it. He thanked all the people on
the various committees who serve without compensation
and give so much of their time, especially the members
of the Planning Board, the Conservation Commission,
the Recreation Commission and the Zoning Board of
Adjustment. Article passed to accept the Town Report
as printed for 1990.
Article 3. Voted to have the Moderator appoint
a committee to have charge of the Memorial Day exer-
cises. Three people volunteered from the floor: Mrs.
Robin Haynes, Mrs. Lola Grab and Mr. Michael Gorbet.
Article A. Voted to authorize the Selectmen to
borrow money in anticipation of taxes.
Article 5. Voted to recommend that the Board of
Selectmen institute semi-annual property tax billing
in accordance with the provisions of RSA 76:15-a and
RSA 76:15-b. Poll of house vote:
Yes 109 No 86
Article 6. Voted to raise and appropriate the
sum of $3,000.00 for the purchase of a computer and
accessories for use by the Fitzwilliam Town Library.
Article 7. Voted to raise and appropriate the
sum of $7,500.00 for the purchase of a truck mounted
highway sander for use by the Highway Department.
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MARCH 13, 1990 SYNOPSIS
ftNNU«L TOWN MEETING - FITZWILLIftM, NH
ftrticle 8. Voted to raise and appropriate the
sum of $5,500.00 for the purchase of a copy machine
for use by the Town Offices.
Article 9. Voted to raise and appropriate the
sum of $2,500.00 for the purchase of a riding lawn
mower for use by the Cemetery Department.
Article 10. Voted to raise and appropriate the
sum of $2,000.00 for the purchase of large diameter
hose for use by the Fire Department.
Article 11. Voted to raise and appropriate the
sum of $8,000.00 for the purchase of a baler for use
at the Recycling Center.
Article 12. After much discussion, the Article
was voted in the negative to raise and appropriate the
sum of $25,000.00 for the purchase of the Russell land
situated on Route 119 and Uest Lake Road, and desig-
nated as Map 28, Lot 11 on the Fit2willidm Tax Maps.
Article 13. Voted to raise and appropriate the
sum of $10,000.00 to be added to the Fire Department
Capital Reserve Fund for the purchase of equipment for
the Fire Department.
Article lA. Voted to raise and appropriate the
sum of $8,000.00 to repair the Town tennis courts.
Article 15. Voted to raise and appropriate the
sum of $14,500.00 for repairs and improvements to the
Recreation Department Pole Barn.
Article 16. Voted to raise and appropriate the
sum of $45,000.00 for the purpose of renovating and
repairing the Fitzwilliam Depot Fire Station building
to provide new quarters for the Fitzwilliam Police
Department, an office for the Fire Uards, and a new
heating system for the building. Poll of house vote:
Yes 120 No 83
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HftRCH 13, 199« SYNOPSIS
ANNUAL TOWN MEETING - FITZUILLIAH, NH
Article 17. Voted to raise and appropriate the
SUM of $43,000.00 to complete the reconstruction work
on West Lake Road.
Article 18. Voted to raise and appropriate the
sun of $3,500.00 to update the To«*mi Master Plan.
Postmaster Joseph Tardiff suggested something should
be done to number the houses.
Article 19. Voted to raise and appropriate the
sum of $25,000.00 for the re-surfacing of To»*n
highways.
Article 20. Voted to raise and appropriate the
sum of $42,000.00 for the reconstruction of «A Road.
Article 21. Voted to raise and appropriate the
sum of $1,800.00 to support the operation of the
Meadowood County Area Fire Department.
Article 22. Voted to raise and appropriate the
sum of $1,768.00 for the support of Monadnock Family
Services,
Article 23. (By Petition) Voted in the negative
to raise and appropriate the sum of $80,000.00 for the
construction of a new police station to be built on
Town-owned property.
Article 24. Voted to accept the 1990 Town budget
in the amount of $1,035,372.00.
Article 25. Voted to author i2e the Board of
Selectmen to sell tax deeded property.
Article 26. Voted to authorize the Board of
Selectmen to trade, sell, or otherwise dispose of any
unusable vehicles or equipment of any Town depart-
ments.
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MARCH 13, 1990 SYNOPSIS
ftNNUftL TOUN MEETING - FITZWILLIftM, NH
Article 27. Voted to authorize the Trustees of
Trust Funds to accept Cemetery Trust Fund moneys in
encess of minimum trust fund amounts as established
under ARTICLE 2® of the 1971 annual town meeting or
any other vote the town may have taken to set rates
for cemetery lots and trust funds, with said amounts
to be for the care and maintenance of cemetery lots, &
said authorization to be retroactive and include all
funds currently held by the Trustees of Trust Funds.
Article 28. Voted to authorize the Trustees of
Trust Funds to accept the sum of $5,090.0(9 from the
estate of Marjorie S. McManus for the benefit of
persons in need of welfare assistance.
Article 29. Voted to authorize the Board of
Selectmen to enter into a long-term agreement with the
Town of Jaffrey and/or other towns for the purpose of
providing for disposal of solid waste, such agreement
being authorized under the terms of RSA S3-A
(Agreements Between Government Units).
Article 30. Voted to authorize the Board of
Selectmen to enter into an agreement with the State of
New Hampshire Retirement System for the purpose of
providing retirement benefit coverage for all full-
time town employees who are not presently participants
in the system.
Article 31. Voted to rescind action taMen under
Article 29 at the March 12, 19A6 Annual Town Meeting
relative to dump hours, and to authorize the Selectmen
to establish suitable Trash Transfer Station hours.
Article 32. Voted to rescind action taken under
Article 26 at the March 9, 1937 Annual Town Meeting
relative to the use of and rates for the use of the
Town Hall, and to authorize the Board of Selectmen to
establish such rules and set such rates as may be
appropriate. Poll of house vote:
Yes 62 No 8
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ANNUAL TOWN MEETING - FITZWILLIAM, NH
Article 33. Voted to accept the renumbering of
the various ordinances and regulations of the town
from their original numbering, if any, to the
numbering or codif icat ic^, sequence, arrangement and
captions, as set forth in the Code of the Town of
FitzMilliam, dated 1989, and published by General Code
Publishers Corp. of Rochester, New York; said code be-
ing a compilation of the present ordinances and regu-
lations of the to44n, and having no substantive changes
in the text thereof; said codification being done
under the direction of the Board of Selectmen as
authorized by an affirmative vote of the town under
Article 16 of the annual meeting of 1986.
Article 34. (By Petition) Voted to indefinitely
postpone action on this Article which would designate
Uebb Hill Road a scenic highway per RSA 231:157, 156.
ARTICLE 35. (By Petition) Voted to adopt a tres-
pass ordinance for all Parks, Commons, and Cemeteries
owned by the To%«n of Fitzwilliam. Poll of house vote:
Yes 40 No 27
ARTICLE 36. (By Petition) The Article to adopt
an ordinance to curtail unnecessary noise within the
limits of the Town of Fitzwilliam was defeated.
The meeting adjourned at 1:07 A.M.







Ue begin by eKtending our sincere appreciation to all
those Mho have given of their time and energy to serve
on the various tov«n committees. Ue also wish to rec-
ognize local organizations serving the citizens of our
town. Your efforts continue to maintain and improve
the quality of life in FitzMilliam.
Ue ended 1990 in an excellent financial position. Ue
have no long-term debt, income from sources other than
property taxes held up very close to projections and
total expenditures v«ere well within our appropriation.
New construction continues to be very slow. R total
of 79 Building Permits were issued. Of these, there
were 7 new single-family homes, 3 mobile homes, 2
apartment additions, 7 commercial /industrial (all for
renovations), 20 new barns, sheds or other uninhabited
structures and the remainder were additions and/or
remodeling.
The renovations at the Fire Station, to provide a new
home for the Police Department, are just about com-
plete at this writing. The Police have moved in, and
the last few odds and ends are being wrapped up. The
project came in within the appropriated monies. We
wish to express our appreciation to all who made the
project happen. We are looking forward to an open
house in the Spring.
We would like to bring you up-to-date regarding the
impact of the Current Use program on Fitzwilliam.
There are currently 319 parcels in the program - a
total of ld,0A5.23 acres. The ftd Valorem tax value is
$12, A0A,65e.00; under Current Use the land was
assessed during 1990 at $717,100.00 - a reduction of
$11,687,550.00. Property owners with land in the Cur-
rent Use program realized a reduction of $204,065.00
in taxes paid during 1990.
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A perambulation of the town was accomplished in 199(9.
Our thanks to our Administrative Assistant, Ms. Mary
Crooke, who organized the program, and to all of you
who participated. I4e all learned about our town and,
perhaps, came to appreciate Fitzwilliam more - even
climbing the side of Little Monadnock to find the
monument they said couldn't be found.
This year saw the beginning of semi-annual tan billing.
After some consideration, we invested in a new com-
puter program which has worked very well, not only in
terms of getting out the bills, but in recordkeeping
for the Tax Collector as well. As expected, the cost
of interest on Tax Anticipation Notes was less than
half the 1989 expense. Interest on deposits dropped
slightly, but the overall effect was positive.
Ue had a substantial increase in the property tax rate
for 1990 - from $14.64 per $1000.00 of assessed valua-
tion in 1989 to $17.46 per $1000.00 in 1990. This in-
crease was due to two factors: increased spending and
decreased tax base.
The following table shows the actual increase in dol-
lars raised by property taxes:
1989 1990 Increase
Town $598,510.00 $693,028.00 $ 94,518.00
County 215,953.00 237,003.00 21,050.00
School 1,326,688.00 1,600,468.00 273,780.00
Total 2,141,151.00 2,530,499.00 389,348.00
The town tax base actually decreased from $146,253,500
in 1989 to $144,931,225 in 1990. There were three
reasons for this: a very slow year in construction, a
larger than normal reduction in assessments (due to
abatements granted the first year into the new evalua-
tion), and an increase in land being placed in Current
Use.
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The Board of Selectmen proposes the following steps in
response to this increasing financial burden on
Fitzwilliam taxpayers:
1. We are recomaending 1991 town expenditure levels
at or below 1990 levels on a gross basis;
2. We are implementing new purchasing guidelines to
place closer control on all spending;
3. We will be proposing revisions to the town Capital
Improvements Plan - our goal will be forward pro-
gress in upgrading town equipment and facilities,
while at the same time keeping expenditures at a
reasonable level.
4. We are recommending minimal increases in both
County and School expenditures for 1991;
5. The long-term solution may include broad-base
taxes, however, extreme caution should be used to
insure any broad-based tax will in fact help re-
duce Fitzwilliam property taxes.
Solid waste disposal continues to be a very expensive
item, with no long-term solution in sight. Our plans
to work with the Town of Jaffrey came to a halt in
1990 when the State of New Hampshire rejected the
three-town plan for a new landfill. This was followed
by a notice that the existing landfill was polluting
adjacent property, and an order to close the landfill
was received. We decided to end our relationship with
Jaffrey immediately, rather than continue until the
State deadline.
The Town currently has a short-term contract with
Waste Management of NH to dispose of any solid waste
not recycled. The cost is $85.00 per ton, plus
trucking to Peterborough, NH. This cost alone should




Recycling continues to be highly successful - again,
our appreciation to all of you for making it Mork. Ue
continue to look at new materials to recycle, new ways
of handling materials, new markets and, in general,
any way we can improve our operation and/or reduce our
costs. This year we are asking for funds to provide
heat in the recycling building and purchase trailers
for the storage and transport of recycled products.
We plan to apply for matching funds through the Office
of State Planning Governor's Recycling Grant Program.
Reconstruction on both Uest Lake Road and W^ Road was
completed this year. The Road Agent proposes to work
on parts of Howeville Road and Sandy Hollow Road in
1991. Both of these projects will involve reconstruc-
tion on a reduced basis compared to other projects in
the last few years. This means less tree cutting and
excavation and, accordingly, less cost.
We Are asking the people of Fitzwilliam to give the
Board of Selectmen the name, rank and branch of
service of any Fitzwilliam man or woman serving our
country in the Middle East war. Ue will place these
names in an historical file so the Town can honor
these gallant men and women who served during diffi-
cult and dangerous times. The branches of service are
the Pir Force, Prmy, Coast Guard, Marines, and Navy.
We conclude by saying it has been a distinct privilege
to serve the town of Fitzwilliam as your Selectmen.
We look forward to continuing to work for you during
1991 and wish all of you the very best.
Respectfully submitted,
Thomas F. Parker, Chairman
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Certified Public Accountants
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Town of Fitzwilliam, New Hampshire
We have audited the financial statements of the Town of Fitzwilliam, New Hampshire
for the year ended December 31, 1990, and have issued our report thereon dated January 15,
1991.
In planning and performing our audit of the financial statements of the Town of Fitz-
william, New Hampshire for the year ended December 31, 1990, we considered its internal
control structure in order to determine our auditing procedures for the purpose of expressing
our opinion on the financial statements and not to provide assurance on the internal control
structure.
The management of the Town of Fitzwilliam, New Hampshire is responsible for estab-
lishing and maintaining an internal control structure. In fulfilling this responsibility, estimates
and judgments by management are required to assess the expected benefits and related costs of
internal control structure policies and procedures. The objectives of an internal control struc-
ture are to provide management with reasonable, but not absolute, assurance that assets are
safeguarded against loss from unauthorized use or disposition, and that transactions are execut-
ed in accordance with management's authorization and recorded properly to permit the prepa-
ration of financial statements in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles.
Because of inherent limitations in any internal control structure, errors or irregularities may
nevertheless occur and not be detected. Also, projection of any evaluation of the structure to
future periods is subject to the risk that procedures may become inadequate because of changes
in conditions or that the effectiveness of the design and operation of polices and procedures
may deteriorate.
For the purpose of this report, we have classified the significant internal control struc-




Expenditures for goods and services
and accounts payable
Payroll and related liabilities
Debt and debt service expenditures
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For all of the control categories listed above, we obtained an understanding of the
design of relevant policies and procedures and whether they have been placed in operation, and
we assessed control risk.
We noted certain matters involving the internal control structure that we consider to be
reportable conditions under suindards established by the American Institute of Certified Public
Accountants. Reportable conditions involve matters coming to our attention relating to signifi'
cant deficiencies in the design or operation of the internal control structure that could, in our
judgment, adversely affect the Town's ability to record, process, summarize, and report finan-
cial data consistent with the assertions of Town officials in the financial statements.
The Trustees of Trust Funds do not maintain sufficient accounting records to maintain
control over the investments of the funds. We have provided the Trustees with a detailed
recommendation which if implemented would strengthen control over the investments.
A material weakness is a condition in which the design or operation of the specific
internal control structure elements does not reduce to a relatively low level the risk that errors
or irregularities in amounts that would be material to the financial statements may occur and
not be detected within a timely period by employees in the normal course of performing their
assigned functions.
Our consideration of the internal control structure would not necessarily disclose all
matters in the internal control structure that might be reportable conditions and accordingly,
would not necessarily disclose all conditions that are considered to be material weaknesses as
defined above. However, we do not believe the reportable condition described above consti-
tutes a material weakness.
This report is intended for the information of the Board of Selectmen. This restriction




For the Year 1990
RECEIPTS
TAXES
Property Taxes Coaiitted - Current Year (1999) $ 677,418
Property Tax Rate Break for County 237, M3
Property Tax Rate Break for School 1,680,468
Land Use Change Tax - current 6,4»J
Yield Taxes CoMitted - Current Year (1990) 9,957
Interest & Penalties on Taxes 38,015
Motor Vehicle Periit Fees 160,379
Total Taxes $ 2,729,720
LICENSES AM) PERMITS
Dog Licenses 2,334
Business Licenses, Periits & Filing Fees 3
All Other Licenses, Periits & Fees 3,070
ToUl S,4t7
INTERSOVEWtetTAL REVENUES - FEDERAL
Other Federal Grants - BOR 3,186 3,186
IWTERBOSCTWCNTAL RE\€NUES - STATE
Shared Revenue 75,990
HighMay Block Grant S3, 108
State & Federal Forest Land 369
Recycling Grant 3,692
Forest Fire Reiaburseient 122
Total 133,281
REVENUE FROM CHARGES FDR SERVICE
Sale of Cenetery Lots 12
Cable TV Franchise Fee 520




For the Year 1990
MSCELLffCDUS REVENUES
Sale of Town Property 294
Trust Fund Incote 3,478
Interest on Investaents 36,905
Rent 1,0W
Other Miscellaneous Incoae 6,652
Payients in Lieu of Taxes 4,822
Total 53,151
TOTfiL REVENUES FRW ALL SOURCES t 2,937,587
FUND BflLPNCE JflNUPRY 1, 199t 156,996
SRflND TOTAL * 3,894,513
EXPEM)ITIJRES
SENERflL BQVERWCKT
Town Officer Salaries < 38,186
Town Officer Expenses 61,915
Election and Registration lil31
Ceeeteries 12, 379
General Govemwnt Buildings 18,226
Reappraisal of Property 7,752











For the Year 1998
SflNITflTION






Nonadnock Fatily Services 1,768
CULTURE AND RECREATION
Library 21,784




Interest: Tax Anticipation Notes 27, M6
OPERftTINB TRRMSFERS OUT
Fire Department Capital Reserve 10, 0W
tilSCELLPNEDUS




Abatement5 and Refunds 35,856
pflYiPfTs TO mncR epewcffs
Taxes Paid to County 239,285
Taxes Paid to School District 1,639,754
Total Payvnts for All Purposes $ 2,686,316
Total Payients; Purchase of Equipwnt 64,407
Total Payients: Construction 128,937
Fund Balance 12/31/98 222,851
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For the Year 1998





DRED fl/C Sports Field
Unredeeeed Taxes
Uncollected Taxes











Accounts Payable 8, 122
Unexpended Balances - Special Appropriations 97,988
Unexpended Balances of Other Funds 8,887
School District Taxes Payable 794,844
Reserve for Estimated Uncollectable Taxes 3,718
Accrued 5,666
Total Accounts OMed by the Tomr
Fund Balance - Current Surplus
918,425
115,978
GRAW TOTAL $ 1,034,403
SCHEDULE OF TOUN PROPERTY
AS OF 12/31/90
DESCRIPTION VALUE
To¥tn Hall, Land & Buildings % 690,000
Furniture & Equipment 30,000
Library, Land & Buildings 183,300
Furniture & Equipment 50,000
Police Department, Land & Buildings 35,000
Equipment 20,000
Fire Department, Land & Buildings 146,500
Equ i pmen t 1 30, 000
Highway Department, Land & Buildings 130,000
Equipment 110,000
Materials & Supplies 25,000
Parks, Commons & Playgrounds 120,000
Cemetery, Land 150,000
Equ i pmen t 2, 500
Trash Transfer Station 75,000
Tax Deeded Land 90,000
Conservation Property 165,000
TOTAL % 2,062,300
SUNNARY INVENTORY OF VALUATION
Value of Land % 71,357,225
Value of Buildings 71,676,750
Public Utilities 3,509,950
Total Valuation Before Exemptions 146,563,925
Blind Exemption (4) 60,000
Elderly Exemption (52) 1,550,000
Solar/Windpower Exemption (1) 2,700
Total Exemption Allotted 1,612,700
Net Valuation on Mhich






Total Revenues & Credits
Net Town Appropriations
Net School Tax Assessment
County Tax Assessment
Total of Town, School, County
DEDUCT Total Business
Profits Tax Reimbursement
ADD War Service Credits
ADD Overlay
PROPERTY TAXES TO BE RAISED
+ 1,035,372.00
381,13A.00
= 654, 238. 00
1,639,754.00
239, 285. 00
2, 533, 277. 00
49, 604. 00
* 21,500.00









New England Power Company













Total Number of ftcres













For the Tan Year 199«
PURPOSES OF ftPPROPRIPTIONS ftWOUNT
GENERAL GOVERNNENT
Town Officers* Salaries $ 25,50d.
M
Town Officers* EMpenses 58,625.041
Election & Registration Expenses 1,220.00
Cemeteries 17,800.00
General Government Buildings 16,000.00
Reappraisal of Property 5,000.00







Meadowood Fire Dept. (Article 21) 1,800.00
HIGHUAYS, STREETS ft BRIDGES
General Highway Dept. Expenses 206,211.00
Street Lighting 8,300.00
SANITATION




















1 , 250. 00
DEBT SERVICE




Town Office Copy Machine
Cemetery Dept. Mower




West Lake Road Repair
#A Road Repair
Police Station
Planning Board Master Plan

































FICA, Retirement, Pension Contrib.
Insurance








For the Tax Year 1990
TAXES
Yield Taxes % 18,000.00
Interest & Penalties on Taxes 35,000.00
Inventory Penalties 3,500.00
Land Use Change Tax 5,000.00
IWTEReOVERNMENTftL REVENUES - STftTE
Shared Revenue - Block Grant 26,386.00
Hiahway Block Grant 53,920.00
Railroad Tax 3A.00
Reinbursement - State Forest Land 209.00
Recreation Fund 85.00
LICENSES AM) PERMITS




Franchise Fee - Cable TV 500.00
CHARGES FOR SERVICE
Income From Departments 12,000.00
Rent of Town Property 1,000.00
WISCELLANEDUS REVENUES
Interest on Deposits 13,000.00
Interest on Certificates of Deposit 20,000.00
Sale of Town Property 1,000.00
OTHER FINANCING SOURCES
Withdrawals From General Fund Trusts 15,300.00
TOTAL REVENUES AND CREDITS 381, 134.00
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DETAILED STATEMENT OF EXPENDITURES
For the Year 1999
DESCRIPTION AMOUNT
TOUN OFFICERS* SAUWIES
DETAILED STATDCNT OF EXPEWITURES
For the Year 1990
DESCRIPTION AMOUMT TOTAL
Labor Contracted Services
DETAIUED STATOerr OF EXPEWITURES







HighMay Dept. Labor 276.02
Building Naint.& Repair 25.80
Equipwnt Purchase 1,332.88
Equipment Repair Parts A2A.26






Professional Assoc. & Dues 28.88
Publications/Books/Periodicals 887.71
Radio/Radar/Electronic Naint 461.48
Supplies - General 64.48








HighNay Dept. Labor 441.63




Equipment Repair Parts 1,253.46




DETAILED STATQCNT OF EXPENDITURES
For the Year 1998
DESCRIPTION flWDUNT TOTAL
Heating Oil
DETAILID STATDCNT OF EXPEM)ITURES


































DETAILED STATEMENT OF EXPENDITURES

































DETAILED STATEMENT OF EXPENDITURES
For the Year 1996
DESCRIPTION flMDUNT TOTAL
PARKS & PRECINCTS 1,848.15 1,8^15
CONSERVATION COWIISSION
Professional Assoc. & Dues





DETAILED STATEKNT OF EXPENDITURES








TAX COlfCTGRfS REPORT - SUtWRY OF TAX ACCOMTS
FISCAL YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31, 1998
TDUN OF FITZUILLIAH, NH
-OR-
TAX COLLECTORS REPORT - SUNMRRY OF TAX SALE/TAX LIEN ACCOUNTS
FISCAL YEAR EXOED DECEHBER 31, 1998
TQUN OF FinUILLIAM, NH
-DR-
Tax Lien on account of Levies of:
Balance of Ikiredeefed Taxes
1989





Bracket t, Donald H.
Burke, Dust in & Shirley
Collins, Robert & Catherine
Desmond, Ualter & Nancy
Eddy, Daniel M. & J. Patriarca
Figelski, Ualter & Betty P.
Fish, Norman M. & Pauline
Gilman, Richard E.
Greene Trustee, Raymond C.
Guenther, James H.
losua, Scott, Joyce & A. Arrigo
Khoury, Brian U.
Koster, Peter J.
Laps ley, Joseph & Ramona
Meattey, Theodore
Merriman, Joseph & Janice Barry




Royce, John J. & Janet L.
Skinner, Edson & Lea
Smith, Ramona
Soly, Joseph E. & Patricia
Sweeney, Mark D.




Whipple, Sr., Henry U.











































Bracket t, Donald H.
Brogan, David J.
Bullock, Benjamin L. & Frances B.
Burt, Randolph
Cantwell, Kevin R.
Colella, Steven T. & Jane M.
Collins, Robert & Catherine
Condominium Associates Dev. Team
Desmond, Ualter F. & Nancy L.
Dunton, Lewis
Eddy, Daniel M. & J. Patriarca
Eddy, Henry, Nicole & J. Patriarca
Fish, Norman M. & Pauline
Flook, George L.




Green, Trustee, Raymond C.
Guenther, James H.
losua, Scott, Jayce & A. Arrigo
Johnson, Russell J. & Annette
Khoury, Brian U.
Killory, Daniel & Andrea M.
Knight, Steven A.
Koster, Peter J.
Laps ley, Joseph A. & Ramona J.
Lawrence, Keith E.





















































Niemela, Ralph, Helen & Ralph J. 2,533.42
O'Brien, Nancy «. 777.72
0' Connor, James J. & Frances M. 65. 32
Olson, Michael C. & 0. Seppala 2,919.3d
Pel key, Leonard & Pamela 737.03
Richardson, Trustee, Luray 4,818.16
Richardson, Luray F. 1,831.35
Riley, Thomas J. 2,184.99
Robidoux, Jr. , Edward J. & Shirley 924.37
Royce, John J. & Janet 352.91
Rush, Gary L. 520.72
Russell, Donald & Sherry 593.00
Rybak, Paron 863.00
S & L Realty Trust, L.Richardson 712.19
Skinner, Edson M. & Lea M. 1,722.14
Soly, Joseph E. & Patricia 753.80
Straitiff, Jr. , John R. & Lori J. 1,079.35
Sweeney, Mark D. 378. 32
The Money Store/NH, Inc. 3,602.65
Trueax, Bradley J. & Kathleen A. 587.38
Uhtenwoldt, Marlies L. 604.02
Unknown, ?? 1,199.80
Wells, Bruce 392.88
Whipple, Frank D. 523.65
Whipple, Richard 127.65
Whipple, Sr., Henry U. 2,578.72
Whitham, Wesley C. 793.32
Willard, Robert R. 947.80
Williams, Eddie L. & Deborah A. 2,213.07
Williams, Kevin J. 657.07
Woods, Henry & Mary Ann 1, 178. 16
Yelle,Jr. , James C. & Carmen M. 1,602.52
% 130,064.00





Aldsworth, Doris Y. 735.94
Allison, UilliM III & Gail SS9.M
Anderson, Dean S. 270.
W
Angier, Frank A. 167.00
Arsenault, Francis & Auror 193.00
Ascenzo, Eaidio 0. & Lillian 308.00
Ashe, Robin & Bryan Rodier 975.00
Austin, Timothy A. 1,358.00
Baab, James H. & Pauline M. 2,789.00
Bailey, David B. 115.00
Bailey, Donald M. 5,172.00
Bartlett, Ronnie & Shantell 281.72
Bateman, Christopher E. 633.00
Bateman, Frank E. 546.00
Bateman, Hilda R. 1,365.00
Bateman, Phyllis V. 354.00
Bateman, Richard C. & Phyllis 2,730.00
Bateman, Jr. , Richard C. 508.00
Bazley, Uilliam G. 1,411.00
Beaman Lumber, Inc. 4,753.00
Berardi, Catherine Nye 463.00
Bichel, Robert 269.00
Birch, Sally C. ^^-W
Borghesi, James & Kathleen 1,358.15
Boucher, Roger & Luc ien 531.00
Bracket t, Donald H. 3,729.00
Brogan, David J. 241.00
Brutto, Charles M. & Jeanne 865.38
Bullock, Benjamin L. & Frances B. 2,217.00
Bullock, Gordon I. 663.00
Burke, James & Velma 473.00
Burkhardt, Anne Helene 1,578.37
Burns Trust, August C. 17.00
Burt, Randolph 6,083.00
Burt, Timothy & Donna 832.00
Cantwell, Kevin R. 2,257.00
Chapman, Barry G. & Rebecca A. 355.60
Colella, Steven T. & Jane M. 1,072.00





Condominium Associates Dev. Team, Inc. 9,816.00
Courtemanche, Jr. , Robert H. 521.00
Crabtree, Gertrude 447.00
Crenshaw, James R. & JaneHe 928.00
Criniti, Joseph 633.00
Crisp, Robert A. 715.00
CroMley, Lawrence J. & Gail 500.00
Cumings, Shirley E. & C. Uelch 409.40
D & B Realty Trust 1,726.00
Davis, Jr. , Roger & Joan 1,123.00
Decatur, Thomas B. & Lucille 2,210.00
Desmond, Ualter F. & Nancy L. 10,702.00
Dick, Kenneth A. & Sharon G. 1,316.00
Donovan William J. & Hazel A. 918.00
Dumais, Norman & Melody 655.00
Dunchus, Darlene & Uilliam G* Mai ley 2,285.00
Dunton, James N. & Dora J. 478.00
Dunton, Lewis 2,916.00
Dwinell, Richard J. 6,054.00
Eddy, Daniel M. & J. Patriarca 346.00
Eddy, Henry & Nicole 4,436.00
Ehrich, Robert & Ann 2,320.00
England, Lynne 74.00
Eng lander, Irvin S. 2,033.00
Favreau, Donald R. 415.00
Fish, Norman M. & Pauline 1,684.00
Fitzgerald, Ronald & Barbara 2,528.00
Flook, George L. 346.00
Foden, Stanley J. & Patricia E. 406.00
Fontaine, Herve R. & Gladys L. 333.00
Foss, Robert & Barbara A. 758.00
Fournier, James D. & Brenda 580.01
Fulton, David 320.00
Gagnon, Anthony & Eileen 635.00
Garrett, Donald E. & Cynthia 2,006.00
Geary, Joan E. 1,793.00
Gillespie, Patrick & Karen 1,222.00
Gilman, Richard E. 1,003.00







Goodwin, Jr. , Russell G.
Grab, Michael & Lola-Gene B.
Grasewicz, Paul & Rose
Gravel, Donald F.







Hautanen, Brian J. & Donna
Hayes, Gary
Haynes, Timothy & Susan L.
Henry, Everett ft.
Hill, Ptle n.
Hilton, Barry & Shari
Hollman, UiUian & Joyce
Holman, Rosalie A. & Kathleen
Hubbard, David H. & Nancy E.
Huntoon, Mary E.
Hyde, Ellen R.
losua, Scott, Joyce & P. ftrrigo
Jackson, Joseph & Barbara
Jensen, David H. & Diane D.
Johnson, Bruce
Johnson, Robert U.
Johnson, Ronald & Sarah
Johnson, Russell J. & Annette
KAB Realty Trust
Kendall, Frank et al
Khoury, Brian M.
KiUory, Daniel & Andrea M.
Knight, Steven A.
Knowlton, Paul & Marie













































Kraft, Stephen M. & Arlene L. 826.ee
LaFave, Robert & Patricia 76e.ee
LaFave, Scott & Theresa 1, 19S.ee
LaFontaine, Ray 0. & Kathy M. 368.ee
LaPlante,Sr., Victor 421.ee
Laps ley, Joseph A. & Ranona J. 689.ee
Lawrence, Keith E. 83e.ee
Lawrence, Rebecca A. 342.ee
Lilback Estate, Eino J. 66.ee
Li 1 back, Reino 8.ee
Lively, Daniel & Nancy 1, 168.ee
Longever, Karen & Dana 1,146. ee
Lymberg, John y. 2, e88.ee
MacKnight, Roger & Joann 589.ee
Mahoney, Daniel & Cheryl 87.ee
Mandra, Joseph 287.91
Manhoff, Harold D. & Mildred B. 1, 45e.ee
Martin, Nancy A. 655.ee
Mattson, Edwin G. & Shirley 729.e2
McNutt, Donald & Iris 385.ee
Meattey, Darryl D. & Jeffrey 244.31
Meattey, David R. 468. e5
Meattey, Theodore 2, 978.ee
Melvin, James G. 351.ee
Mendeloff, Ernest & Kirsten 716.ee
Merriman, Joseph & Janice 2, 522.ee
Meserve Sally D. 571.ee
Miner, Michael et al 9ee.ee
Moran, Thomas & Wayne 1, e75.ee
Morin, Steven M. & Michele L. 1, 39e.ee
Mroz, yilliam & Beverly A. 62.ee
Mull in, Rita J. 5, 285.ee
Mull in, Walter J. 391.ee
Murphy, Dennis M. & Kevin J. 1, 2e6.ee
Nattila, Steven S. & Robyn J. 1, 691.ee
Newton, Joseph R. 185.ee
Niemela, Michael 697.ee
Niemela, Ralph R. & Helen E. 6, 619.ee





Nye, Raymond & Nancy 122.0(9
O'Brien, Nancy ft. 854.00
O'Neil, Paul & Maureen 1,859.00
Olson, Michael C. & ft. Seppala 3,310.00
Park & Sons, Inc. 72.00
Patch, Richard & Nancy 176.68
Patterson, Kimberly ft. 461.00
Pelkey, Michael & Marie 1,881.61
Pel key, Mike 275.00
Pe I key, Jr. , Leonard 1 , 234. 00
Pelkey, Jr. , Leonard & Pamela 165.00
Pelto, Richard 1,145.00
Perry, Pamela J. Jane Currie 417. 16
Pino, Salvatore 259.00
Pitcairn, Joan 233.00
Quesnel, Roger J. & Harriet 139.32
Raynor, Jr. , John & Helen 520.00
Richards, Donald R. 187.00
Richardson, Trustee, Luray 5,287.00
Richardson, Luray F. 2,071.00
Ridabock, Peter P. 3,357.93
Rideg, Charles & Antoinette 1,015.85
Riley, John & Sheila 905.00
Riley, Thomas J. 2,468.00
Robichaud, Thomas ft. & Jo-ftnn 1,537.00
Robidoux, Jr. , Edward J. & Shirley 1,020.00
Robinson, ftnita H. 9.00
Robinson, Timothy & Mary 314.00
Rousseau, Edmund & Kay 329.00
Royce, John J. & Janet L. 22.53
Rudy, Jr. , Dan & Debra 1,313.00
Rumrill, Robert & Deborah 1,031.91
Rush, Gary L. 548.00
Russell, Donald & Sherry 642.00
Rybak, ftaron 949.00
S & L Realty Trust, L.Richardson 766.00
Shannon-Daley, Jeanne 639.00
Shear, Maurice 585.00






Snyder, Raymond & Barbara
Soly, Joseph E. & Patricia
Songer, Keith
Spezzaferr i, Robert & Elizabeth
Straitif f, Jr. , John R. & Lori J.
Streeter, David J.
Sundquist, Daniel & Sandra
Sweeney, Mark D.
Tamposi, Nicholas & Mark Maynard
Tanenbaum, Walter & M. Rockwood
Theall, Robert J. & Diane
Tillson, Homer S. & Dianne F.







Uagner, Henry C. & Angel ine C.
ya Ikonen, Brenda & Fredric
UalZfJr. , Ernest J. & Christine
Uattendorf, Cynthia N.
Webber, C. Richard & Florence
Welch, Cheryl
Wentzell, Richard
Wernick, Jules & Julianne
Whalen, William & Patricia
Mieeler, Diana & V. March ildc^
Whipple, Frank D.
Whipple, Richard
Whipple, Jr. , Henry W.
Whipple, Sr., Henry W.
White, Joseph & Angela
Whitham, Wesley C.
Willard, Robert R.














































Uilliams, Simon M. & Eudora M. 616.M
Woods, Henry & Mary Ann 1,326.90
Yelle, Jr. , James C. & Carmen M. 1,799.00
Zukis, Mary U. 697.00
t % 333,544.00
t The total printed here represents the total as of
December 31, 1990, although some names do not appear
because payment Mas made prior to printing.
UNPAID 1990 YIELD TAX
AS OF 12/31/91
Beaman Lumber, Inc. % 2,819.55
Martin, Barry 258.00
3,077.55
UNPAID 1990 LAND USE CHANBE TAX
AS OF 12/31/91
Johnson, Margaret L. % 3,980.00
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FITZUILLIDM VILLAGE PRECINCT
Financial Report fcir 1990




Interest (N.O.W. Acct.) A3. 60
Total Receipts 1,877.33
Disbursements - 1990
Services & Supplies 1,389.98




Balance on Hand - December 31, 1990 % 479.35
Respectfully submitted,
Shirley H. Connelly




Treasurer: Shirley H. Connelly
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(MiJflL REPORT OF
TIE ELLIOT INSTITUTE OF FinyiLLIM
Stateoent of Receipts & Disburseients
for the year ending Deceiber 31, 1990.
FUNDS IN BflNK ON 12/31/89;









Little Red Uagon 170.00
Anerican Legion Concert 400.
Contra Dance 07/28 400.00
Contra Dance 08/18 500.00
Teaple ToNn Band 500.00
Safe Deposit Box rent 20.00
State of NH Filing Fee 50.00
Advertising 113.15
Bank Service Charge 4.44









THE ELLIOT INSTITUTE OF FITZWILLIflH
Cont.
itttimiiittim
SECURITIES AT HflRKET VflLUE ON 12/31/9^;
















Little Red Wagon puppeteers perfori on Library la»*n
Elliot Institute
REPORT OF THE LIBRflRY TREASURER 1990
Balance on Hand January 1, 1990
REPORT OF T»C LIBRPRY TREASURER 199«
CAPITftL EXPENDITURE - Coaputer start-up






Total Disbursawnts for 1990











Contra dancing returns to the Town Hall
Elliot Institute
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REPORT OF THE PSSETS OF THE FITZWILLIftM LIBR«RY






























BUDGET COMMITTEE REPORT FOR 1990
Pt last year's Annual Town Meeting, FitzMil liain resi-
dents approved a budget of over one million dollars
for the first tifie in the Town's history. The voters
felt this was necessary to meet the needs of local
government. Fitzwilliam, like the rest of the coun-
try, now finds itself in a recession. In addition,
the Town faces a shrinking tax base due, in part, to
land being put into Current Use.
Cognizant of the present ecc^omy, the Budget Committee
has constructed a budget that will maintain the
quality of town services without placing an additional
burden on taxpayers. Ue have recommended increases in
some areas of the budget, but we held the line on
total spending.
Below is a breakdown of the tax rate as it applies to
our obligations for the Town, County and School.
Town County School Tax
Tax Tax Tax Rate
1990 Assessment $ 4.78 $ 1.64 $ 11.04 $ 17.46
X of Total .27% .09'X .64X 1.00X
The Budget Committee welcomes your input regarding the
needs of the Town. We strongly urge your attendance
at the budget hearing and the Annual Town Meeting.
Respectfully submitted,
Austin J. Killeen, Jr., Chairman
Reino M. Li 1 back. Vice Chairman






Once again, it has been a hectic year for our two
local residents who are fnembers of the New Hampshire
General Court, better known as the New Hampshire House
of Representatives. The next two years will be full
of challenges due to our current recession and the war
in the Gulf region of the Middle East.
Representative Donald 0. Crutchley represents Cheshire
County District 8, which includes the Towns of
Fitzwilliam and Richmond, while Representative
Katherine H. Metzger*s responsibilities encompass
Cheshire County District 11, including the towns of
Fitzwilliam, Richmond, Swanzey, and Rindge. Both
Representatives were re-elected with substantial
support from their respective districts. In addition,
both were reappointed by the Speaker of the House to
the committees they served on last session. Rep.
Crutchley serves on the Uays and Means Committee,
which deliberates on how to raise money to support
state programs. Rep. Metzger serves on the Municipal
and County Government Committee which deals with laws
concerning the operation of towns, cities, and
counties. The Cheshire County legislative delegation
elected both Reps. Crutchley and Metzger to serve on
the County Executive Committee, which reviews the
operation and budget of the County. These positions
give our town a strong voice on important budget,
taxation, and local government matters.
The House of Representatives has been and will
continue to be fully occupied with the problems of
balancing the state budget; the severe impact of high
property taxes and the ability of property owners to
pay for schools, and town and county services; the
viability of instituting broad based taxes; and the
impact of the recession on Jobs and the quality of
life in New Hampshire.
Ps we reported last year, none of these issues have
been adequately resolved yet, and we expect they will
be with us for the forseeable future. Please be
65
LEGISLATIVE NOTES
assured that we will do our utmost to have your wishes
and desires heard at the County level, in Committee,
and during House debates.
To better understand how townspeople feel about up-
coming legislation, your Representatives have set
aside the third Saturday morning of each month, from
10 PM to 11 PM to meet voters in the Committee Room in
the Fitzwilliam Town Hall. The purpose is to let all
who attend know what is happening in Concord, listen





Fitzwi 1 1 iam-Uinchendon Line
1990 Perambulation: Rt. 12 S.
Cooler in the Common
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POLICE DEPflRTMENT REPORT 1998
In 1990 the Fitzwilliam Police Dept. handled 1076
calls for service and investigated 123 cases. Of these
cases, 18 were felonies, 71 were misdemeanors, and 34
Mere violations. All these Mere increases over 1989.
There were 49 people taken into custody last year, 7
of them were felony arrests, 22 were misdemeanor
arrests and 20 Mere arrests for violations.
The police investigated 57 motor vehicle accidents, 7
involved personal injuries, 32 caused property damage,
17 Mere under $500 and not reportable, and there Mas,
unfortunately, 1 fatal accident. Once again Rt. 12 had
the highest number of accidents in toMn Mith 23 re-
ported. There Mere 17 accidents on Rt. 119 and 17 on
toMn roads. The decrease in accidents over the last
couple of years is, I believe, due to the increase in
traffic enforcement and higher visibility in key areas
at key times of the day.
The police department stopped 507 motor vehicles in
1990. As a result, 340 Marnings Mere issued and 167
people received summonses for their violations. Of
the 507 motor vehicles stopped, 320 Mere stopped for
speeding.
In the coming year, once again our goal Mill be to
maintain the level of quality service you have always
expected from your police dept. We are now in our new
police station, located in the Depot. Hopefully we
will be more accessible and better able to serve your
needs.
Our sincere thanks to you for your continued





POLICE DEPORTMENT REPORT 1990
REGISTER OF (PRIMQRY) OFFENSES KNOUN FOR 1990
Burglary
ROAD AGENT'S REPORT 1998
hk3rmal summer and winter maintenance and roadside
fflOMing was done. Brush cutting and cleaning and
flushing of culverts was also done.
The Uest Lake Road project was completed this year.
Ue applied a double stone seal to the dirt section,
gave both hills a 1 1/2" shim coat, and applied a 3/8"
stone seal to the entire length of the road.
The #4 Road project was also completed in 1990. S000
feet of the road were reclaimed and stabilized with
liquid calcium, and a double stone seal was applied
for the wear surface.
The Highway Department made minor road repairs to
Damon Road. Ue tore up and repaired about 800 feet of
road. Ue applied crushed gravel and a double stone
seal for the wear surface. Ue then applied a 3/8"
stone seal to the entire road.
Ue graded all the dirt roads and applied crushed
gravel where needed. Ue also replaced bridge railings
at Stone* s Mill and on the Bowkerville Road.
I have requested money in this yearns budget to do two
road projects: repair the tarred section of Sandy
Hollow Road, and repair Howeville Road from the end of
Laurel Lake to the Jones* residence.
I would like to thank all Department Heads,
Select persons, and Townspeople for their assistance
throughout the year.
Respectfully submitted,




fifter more than a year of successful operation at our
Recycling Center, we would like to thank everyone us-
ing the center for participating in the program. This
has formed the core of one of the most successful pro-
grams in the area. Ue have a group of volunteers who
help sort materials on Saturdays, through hot weather
and cold, and we are grateful to all of them: Dottie
Crowley (coordinator), Phyllis Bateman, Jill Buckman,
Frank Bequaert, Kerry Bluhm, Kay Haeberle, Susan Link,
Gerry Holcomb, Bonnie Jones, Jim Parison, Gail Landy,
Alice Snell, Jim Kates, Jeanne Prevett, Jill and Rick
Rumba, Dennis Troutman, and Michael Terpstra.
From the Governor's Recycling Program, Fitzwilliam re-
ceived a grant for $4,000.00 in matching funds to pur-
chase a new hydraulic baler. Ue purchased the baler
in June just as the old one broke down. It condenses
(bales) loose materials such as plastics and papers
for ease in storage and marketing. We plan to apply
for matching funds again this year to purchase a prop-
er heating system for the building and box trailers
for storage of baled materials.
In 1990, Fitzwilliam recycled about 150 tons of mater-
ial, generating over $8,000.00 in revenue. In addition
to being an environmental plus, the cost avoidance of
not landfilling these materials saved us $14,300.00.
This combination more than compensates for the
additional personnel and recycling related expenses.
Fitzwilliam currently landfills all non-recyclable
materials through Uaste Management, Inc. Ue have
continued our membership in AVRDD and S3B as we await
a district solution for solid waste disposal.
We look forward to expanding the amount of recycled




nNNUQL REPORT OF THE
CtMSERVnTION CQMMISSICM
The major work of the Conservation CooMnission this
year has been to develop a wetlands ordinance. Fred
and Rosalind Slavic and Jeff Porter worked with mem-
bers of the Planning Board to write what we hope will
be a useful ordinance to protect the wetlands of
Fitzwillian. Rosalind Slavic has written several art-
icles to help explain the importance of this ordinance
and to inform the citizens of Fitzwilliam about the
work of the Conservation Commission.
Jeff Porter has begun work cm an inventory and other
fact finding necessary to designate prime wetlands.
This project will not come to fruition for s»everal
years.
Bruce McLaughlin is working on a map that will deline-
ate FHJblic owned land in Fitzwilliam with an eye to
the future when it may be possible to designate land
for a Town Forest. Again, this is a project that will
develop over the next year or so.
Our meetings are open to the public, of course, and we
would welcome your attendance. (4e flieet on the first














In 1990, the Planning Board started the year with a
large, active case load. As Me progressed through the
year, the case load diminished, and by the end of the
year it had dropped dramatically. The Board* s case
load often reflects economic conditions, so changes in
our level of activity were expected. It has given us
an opportunity to prepare for future growth.
The Planning Board and the Conservation Commission
prepared a Wetlands Ordinance proposal for a vote on
Town Meeting Day in 1991. The purpose of the ordi-
nance is to regulate land use activities in wetlands
to assure proper protection of these resources.
Pt the 1999 Town Meeting, funds were approved to begin
revisions of the town's Master Plan. As a first step,
the Board had a Land Use Survey prepared. The survey
is a lot by lot assessment of existing land uses. It
will give us a clear picture of how the town has grown
and changed, and will enable us to revise our Master
Plan accordingly.
The availability of better quality maps such as soils,
topography, and wetlands has improved the Board's
ability to evaluate Subdivision and Site Plan Review
applications.
The Planning Board meets on the first Tuesday of each
month, at 7:00 PM in the Town Hall to consider
applications. In addition, work sessions are held as
needed. All meetings are open to the public, and we





ZONING BOARD OF QDJU5TNENT
The Zoning Board of Adjustment hears appeals from
property owners who are requesting a Variance or a
Special Exception from the Fitzwilliam Land Usage By-
Laws. Variance is a waiver of a provision of the
Land Usage By-Laws. This may be granted by the Board
when certain criteria, as established in state law and
court rulings, have been met. The Land Usage By-Laws
allow some uses of land only by Special Exception,
which the Board may grant when certain criteria are
met. In granting either a Variance or a Special
Exception the Board may impose conditions, safeguards,
and limitations.
In 1990, the Board heard thirteen cases. Six were
requests for Variances. Three of these were approved,
one was denied, and two were withdrawn. The Board
also heard seven requests for Special Exceptions. Six
were approved and one was withdrawn.
The Board has revised its application fee structure so
that the applicant will cover more of the costs for
hearing a case than in the past.
The Board meets on the third Monday of the month at
7:30 P.M. at the Town Hall whenever there are one or
more completed applications to be considered. Hearing
notices must be posted in town and advertised in the
newspaper. Individual notices are mailed to abutters.
The meetings are open to the public and we encourage
your participation.
Respectfully submitted,
Fitzwilliam Board of Adjustment
Thomas B. Lacy, Chairman





CODE ENFORCEMENT OFFICER'S REPORT 1990
A total of 79 Building Permits were issued, including
seven permits for new homes. Ten Occupancy Permits
and twelve Oil Burner permits were issued. Several
wood stove and chimney inspections were done, and
foster homes, schools, and Day Care Centers were also
inspected.
A reminder to all home owners: the installation of a
new oil burner requires an inspection. Pn Occupancy
Permit is necessary before you occupy your new home.
Respectfully submitted,
Edwin 0. Mattson, Jr.
Code Enforcement Officer
Dot Zimmermann Beth ftuperin
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TOHN HMJL OGENT«S REPORT 1990
Looking back on another year* s records reveals that
our historic Town Hall was a beehive of activity in
1990. The Selectmen's and Town Clerk's offices are
open daily. In addition, the Planning Board,
Conservation Commission, Budget Committee, Recreation
Commission and the Zoning Board of Adjustment meet
weekly or monthly. There have also been 19 rentals
this year, ranging from contra dancing to the Emerson
School Christmas program. The Trinity Baptist Church
rents the Lower Hall to conduct their worship service
on Sunday mornings .
This winter 80 panes of glass were replaced in the
Upper Hall and the windows were planed and waxed to
facilitate opening them. Work is still needed on the
downstairs windows, and the worn carpet in the hallway
is in need of replacement. A leak has developed in
the tower roof but, despite several climbs to the raf-
ters, the exact location has not yet been found. It
should be fixed before the spring rains cause more
damage to the hall ceiling. Several problems in the
main roof have been repaired.
As many of you noticed, the addition of candle lights
in the windows made this stately landmark on the






1990 Mas a year of dramatic change and progress for
the FitzMilliam Recreation Commission. Uith a solid
core of Commission members in place we embarked on one
of the most aggressive recreational programs and
projects ever attempted for the Town of Fitzwilliam.
Winter - Cross-Count rv Ski Program
In spite of New England weather, we had a very
successful ski season in 1989-90. Ue held seven of
twelve scheduled program days including two hot dog
roasts and a technique clinic for parents. Pll four
of our local league races went off without a hitch and
everyone had tremendous fun at the Bill Koch League
Festival in Rumford, Maine. At most program days we
enjoyed good attendance with 25-4(9 children, and great
race participation with as many as 12 children racing.
Ue would like to eKpress our thanks to the many people
who helped with our programs this season, especially
Director Lou Thomas, Assistant Director Bill Pine, and
Lola Grab for her support both on and off the snow.
Charles Ua 1 1 ace Sports Field
The field was hydroseeded in the Fall of 1989, and
completed with the installation of a flagpole, fencing
and a commemorative sign in the summer of 1990. Prop-
er mowing and fertilization during the summer and
fall, with abundant rain, helped to make up for a slow
start, and resulted in sufficient turf to launch the
first soccer program.
In July the sports field was dedicated to the memory
of Charles C. Wallace, long-standing friend of
Fitzwilliam Recreation and the community. The day*
s
events included a dedication ceremony and an all-star
Softball game, and culminated in the first Charles C.
Wallace 5K Road Race. With 70 participants and sup-
port from many local businesses, the Commission raised
about $100.00 towards the new sports field. Future
plans include an annual Fitzwilliam Family Day to




The 1990 summer program was a great success. Enroll-
ment was down slightly, to about 65 youngsters, but
thanks to Directors Lori Mason and Emily Hartnett and
the great staff, the program reestablished itself as a
well-balanced and stimulating recreational experience.
Children had the opportunity to take part in Red Cross
swimming lessons, arts and crafts, track meets, indoor
and outdoor games, the annual trip to the Cheshire
Fair, and a variety of sports on the new sports field.
We would like to thank everyone who sent their contri-
butions and volunteered their time, and especially the
Fitzwilliam Inn for the use of their pool.
Fall - Soccer Program
Although soccer actually started with a spring begin-
ners* program (grades K-2), and followed with a summer
camp for all youngsters who wished to improve their
skills and knowledge of the game, the main season
kicked off in the fall of 199Q. In all, Fitzwilliam^s
first soccer program was an unqualified success due to
the excellent support of many in the community.
On Saturday mornings from September to November, 105
youngsters played on eight teams in a total of 32
games. Team practices were held after school and in
the evenings during the week. Fifteen parents pro-
vided a high level of coaching and refereeing, and
many more formed a booster organization and provided
refreshments at the games. In addition, the town
fielded a Travel Team of fourth through sixth graders
in six games against neighboring towns. Their record
was three wins and three losses.
An awards banquet was held on November 3rd at the VFW
Hall where players and coaches were recognized with
certificates, and players each received a new soccer
ball thanks to the generous donations from many local
businesses and individuals. The program was expertly




In order to gain feedback from residents regarding the
type of adult activities in which they would like to
participate, the Recreation Commission sent surveys to
all households. In response to the survey, aerobic
dancing, tennis lessons, a bus trip to Boston, bicyc-
ling and walking activities were offered. Although
some of these did not develop into regular activities,
the turnout was very good for many of them. During
the late months of 1990, the Commission was approached
to sponsor a series of contra dances in early 1991,
and remains open to other suggestions from residents.
Tennis Courts and Pole Barn
The tennis courts were refurbished after years of ne-
glect and a formal maintenance budget has been estab-
lished to ensure yearly upkeep. In addition to court
repair, re-coating and lining, a curtain drain was
installed on two sides of the courts to eliminate the
potential for court base damage.
Pole Barn renovations were completed in late Septem-
ber. Now secure, leakproof and lighted, the pole barn
area will become a valuable asset to both the recrea-
tion programs and the community.
The Fitzwilliam Recreation Commission extends its sin-
cere appreciation to the Selectmen, community and
those who have participated and supported the Recrea-











199(21 was a year of change and growth at the Library
with an increase in services, a variety of
programming, higher circulation figures, an ongoing
reorganization of materials and the purchase of a
computer to automate library functions.
Statistics for 1990 show a total circulation of over
13,000. Over 400 books, 42 videos and 30 periodical
subscriptions were acquired with 335 books discarded.
Our collection has approximately 15,000 volumes.
The Friends of the Library continued their strong
support by purchasing 48 books and 9 videos as well
as some supplies. The Friends continued to sponsor a
variety of programs as well as the Summer Reading
Program, which this year was a resounding success
with 68 children enrolled and 750 library books read.
The library offered a total of 57 programs with 936
people in attendance. Our statistics reflect continu-
ing growth in juvenile circulation and library usage.
We were saddened by the death of long term board mem-
ber, Julia Norcross. Julia served on the Board for
12 years and acted in many capacities, including
Treasurer and Chairperson. The generous gifts made
in her name, as with past memorials, have been added
to the Library Memorial Fund. Such gifts continue to
allow us to build a strong and diverse t:ol lection.
Jim Crenshaw was appointed by the Selectmen to fill
the remainder of Julians term, and we welcome him.
The computer approved at Town Meeting was purchased
in July. Our hookup with the New Hampshire Automated
Information System was completed in the early fall
and we now offer access to library materials
throughout the state. The State Library has added
Fitzwilliam to the van delivery service so that we
can now exchange books without postage costs! Word
processing and overdues were also added in the fall.
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Presently, book ordering, cataloging and billing are
being changed over to computer. Inventory and a
retrospective conversion of our catalog records will
complete the second year of our five year automation
plan, with automation of the circulation and catalog
functions remaining. ft very large task, but one that
will result in a more efficient, responsive and
dynamic library.
While the Broadhurst Foundation grant will underwrite
most of the costs of automation, the increase in
staffing hours necessary to implement these many
changes is reflected in our 1991 budget request.
Looking ahead to 1991, we will concentrate on filling
information needs by purchasing more reference, busi-
ness, and other materials for children and adults.
Limited space continues to be a concern. We are
presently weeding (selectively discarding) large
areas of the collection, but this is a stop gap
answer to the space problem, and in the next five
years a more long-range solution must be considered.
I would like to thank volunteers Harriet Underwood,
Judy Hancock, Dotty Zimmerman, 01 ga Cuccinello and
Joan Knight (for her help with the Reading Program
party) for their efforts. Library Assistants Olga
Rankin and Debbie Chipman continue to be an asset to
the Library and I thank them for all their fine work.
On a personal note, I hope to complete my master's
degree in Library and Information Science in 1991!
The Trustees and myself thank the townspeople for





REPORT OF THE CEMETERY DEPORTMENT
1990
It was another busy year - the grass never stopped
growing. Ue did some work on the tool house, which we
hope to finish within the year. We purchased a new
Bolens riding mower and bagger, and plan to repair the
old mower for use at the Pine Grove Cemetery.
P lot of the graves were leveled with loam, and we
hope to do more of that work in the coming year.
fit the Village Cemetery we trimmed the trees and
worked on the grave stones. We hope to complete both
projects next year. The Veterans' Monument was
repaired and reset with a new foundation.
We limed the Pine Grove Cemetery, and we plan to lime
and fertilize again next year. We would like to
charge more money for cemetery lots at Pine Grove, and
raise the amount required to establish Trust Funds.
The reason for the proposed increase is to enable us
to put granite corner posts on every lot, just as it
was done when the cemetery was started.
In the Village Cemetery there were:
2 burials and 5 cremations
In the Pine Grove Cemetery there were:





REPORT OF THE DEPOT PORK
The grass had a slow start this year. The drain has
been replaced, so we can now work on filling in the
bare spots, seeding and fertilizing.
Just before Memorial Day, the new foundation and
resetting of the Veterans' Memorial was completed.
Ue were pleased with the Christmas tree lights, and
want to thank everyone who helped.
Ue intend to plant new trees and shrubs, and put in
new walks. Ue also hope to put stones and rails




Tom & Sally Lacy Susan Link
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NEMORIPL DPY 1998
Fitzwilliam has placed great importance on memorial-
izing its war dead and veterans. This respect for
members of the armed forces is evident every year on
Memorial Day. Memorial Day 1990 was no exception.
The programs were well attended and especially
meaningful because of the participation of many
townspeople.
The Girl Scouts, Brownie Girl Scouts, Little Monadnock
VFW, and ftWflNfl group of the Trinity Baptist Church all
participated in the programs and parade. The Monadnock
Regional High School band, under the supervision of
Phil Crotto, returned once again to play and march.
We were honored to have a solo by Lisa Wallace Gorbet,
and Mr. fllvin Yantiss provided a deeply moving speech
recounting some of his World War II experiences on
board a U.S. naval ship.
The Memorial Day Committee is chosen from volunteers
at Town Meeting in March. This Committee is responsi-
ble for planning the programs at the Village, the
Depot Plante Memorial Park and the cemeteries. Seeing
the programs come together and the participation of
the townspeople is a rewarding experience.
The Memorial Day Committee would like to thank all
those who participated in our 1990 services and en-
courage anyone who is interested to volunteer to make
the 1991 programs equally enjoyable.
Respectfully submitted,
Robin Haynes




HOME HEALTH CORE AND COMMUNITY SERVICES
REPORT TO THE TOWN OF FITZWILLIftM
In 1990, Home Health Care and Community Services
continued to provide home care and community services
to the residents of Fitzwilliam. The following
information is a projection of our activities in your
community in 1990. The projection is based on actual
services provided from January to September 1990 and













Mea 1 s-On-Whee 1
s
Total Unduplicated Residents Served: A4
In addition to the above listed activities, regularly
scheduled blood pressure clinics, child health clinics
and telephone consultations were made to your resi-
dents throughout the year, supported by town funds.
The actual cost of all services provided in 1990 with
all funding sources is projected to be $34,440.00.
The total cost of services provided for a partial fee,
or at no charge to residents in 1990 is projected to
be $2,635.00 for home care and $1,000.00 for meals-on-
wheels. For 1991, we recommend $6,500.00 to continue
home care services at the current level, and $926.00
for the meals-on-wheels program.






































Kenneth A. Wright I
Sherry Lynne Cushaan
Edward Jc^n Met he, Sr.
Elayne Cynthia Russell
John Taylor Chase, Jr.
Janet Lee Chase








Dan Lee Rudy, Jr.
Debra Lee Decker
David Rotert fteattey
Brenda Lee St rat ton




















Brittnie Willis 08/09/90 Keene,NH
Cassandra Rene 09/16/90 Gardner, Mft
Alexis Chaaiberlain 09/21/90 Peterborough,!^
Courtney Elizabeth 09/29/90 Peterborough, NH
10/11/90 Peterborough, NH































Year Ending Deceaber 31, 1990
MARRIAGES Cont.
DATE PLACE NAKS
08/25/90 Keene Michael T. Seaiaans
Derielle Marie Holnan
09/22/90 Rindge Mark D. Huntoon
Brenda A. Hakala
09/22/90 FitzwilliaiB D. Craig Porath
Betty E. Tuhkunen
09/22/90 Keene Mark J. Ranagan
Angela K. Arsenault
09/28/90 Keene Russell Hanninen
Cynthia I. McDonald
09/29/90 Fitzwilliafli Gary E. Lemieux
TaMy S. Kendrew
09/29/90 Fitzwilliafli Edward C. Troebly
ft lice T. Deopsey
10/16/90 FitzwilliaiB Jastes 6. Kates
Elena E. Kariagina
10/27/90 Keene Michael Snail
Jovanna Lindgren
11/03/90 Fitzwilliafli Jeffrey Patch
Darlene Jacobs
11/15/90 Fitzwilliam Bruce Kenneson
Dale Stanovich

































Year Ending Deceiber 31, 1998
BROUGHT IN FOR BURIAL
Veina Matt5(Mi
Grantors
fkKXJeo, Harold & Violet
flngier, Frank ft.
ftscenzo, Enidio & Lillian
ftshe, Robin & B. Rodier
Bailey, David




Bill's Oil Co., Inc.
Borghesi, Jaoes & Dennis
Browi, Florence
Bui lard, Debra A.
Burt Jr, Howard & ^irley
Carlson, Ray.& Shirley
Carroll, Frank D.& Susan
Cartier, ftidrey
Chase Estate, Harold F.
Chase, Jr., Howard E.















Hofneister, Paul 0.& ftnnette
Corbosiero, Buy C.i Peggy ft.
Shuffleton, Dean S.& Ellen
Huntingtcxi Mortgage Coepany
Johnson, Margaret L.
Tucker, Rot»rt M.i Marlane
Bates, Robyn M.
First NH Bank, N.ft.
First NH Bank, N.fl.
MacKay, Donald & M.Stinesetz
MacKay, Donald & M.Stinesetz
Binghaa, Nornan, Sylvia, Marc
Binghaffl, Norman, Sylvia, Marc
Binghaa, Noroan, Sylvia, Marc
Crocker, III, Kendall F.
Borghesi, Jaoes V.& Kathleen
Croteau,Jr., Saauel & Leona
Bui lard, Curtis R.& Shirley







Bill's Oil Co., Inc.







DaACMi Estate, Evelyn H.
Davis, David F. & Beverly





Derby, Jr. , Jaies V.





Fisher, Jdin H.& Virginia
6 & C Developoient
1990 PROPERTY TRPNSFERS
Grantees
Daffion, Richard E. & H. Ries
Bryant, Daniel S. & Ruth fl.
Bryant, Tiwithy P. & Fabiola
Fournier, David & S. Horton
Decatur, Thc»as B.& Lucille
Date Location
Gates Est, Harold, Mildred









Jackscn, Rbt.& Deb. ,&





Hyslop, Jed & Tracy
Hyslop, Jed & Tracy
Doyle, Therese & M. Morey
WokJs, Henry & Mary Ann
Bussiere, Keith & D.l^ienta
Favreau, Darnell R.& Debbie
Kates, Ja^s G.& Peter
Kates, Jases G.& Peter
Ciliberto, Fred fl.& Virginia
Col lei la, Steven T.& Jane M.
Col lei la, Steven T.& Jane M.
Patten, Lise Jungshoved
Grant, Harold E.
Jensen, David H.& Diane D.
Jensen, David H.& Diane D.
Goodwin, Jr., Russell G.
Sfflith, Thofflas Q.& Alice
D(Mingue, Greg L.& Carol A.
Grier, A. Peter & Donna
Ashe, Robin & Bryan Rodier
Hill, Howard H.& Deborah A.
Craig, John E.F.& Karen M.
Craig, John E.F.& Karen M.
Hosie, Bernard P.& Joan M.
Hosie, Bernard P.& Joan M.
Jackson, Robert S.& Detorah
Roy, Hooer S.& Janet E.
Hilton, Barry P.& Shari L.
98/11/08
Grantors




Kiterd, My les, Eleanor, Rbt





Lewis, Janes & Charlotte
Lewis, Walter V.& Dorothy
Lymberg, John U.
Martin, Beverly
Meattey, Tynne J., et al
Methe, Michael fl.& Nancy
Monadnock Lifetime Prod.









Kennedy, ^eila C.& Jaoes H.
Kennedy, Sheila C.& Janes H.
Kennedy, Sheila C.& Jaises H.
Kennedy, Sheila C.& Jaises H.
Kennedy, Sheila C.& Janes H.
Kennedy, ^eila C.& Janes H.
Kennedy, ^eila C.& Janes H.
Kennedy, Sheila C.& Janes H.
Kennedy, ^eila C.& Janes H.
Kennedy, Sheila C.& Janes H.
Kennedy, Sheila C.& Janes H.
Kennedy, Sheila C.& Janes H.
Kennedy, ^eila C.& Janes H.
Kennedy, ^eila C.& Janes H.
Kiberd, Myles fl. & Eleanor
St. Laurent, Chris. & Halina










Bragg, Harold F.& Kathleen
flttinger et al. Faith
Cerrone, Salvatore & Marlene
Roy Jr, Winston,Lilly;L.Exel
Methe, Edward J.
Kennedy, Janes H.& Sheila C.
Davis, Jr. , Roger P.& Joan M.





Olson, Eric H. & Elaine
Onan, Ralph H.
Oftan, Ralph H.& Dorothy
Park & Sons, Inc.




S & L Realty Trust
Schubert, Walter & Elaine
Seipel Estate, Phyllis M.
Spicer, David & Beryl
Tanenbaua, Walter & Mary
RockwcKxi
Tamer, John & fl. Craaer
TcMisend, Vera E.
Tree Brc»*ers, Inc.
Weisser, ThoAas & Dtwina
Wetaore, Marjorie M.
Wilson, Sr, Walter &
Roberta
Woodruff, Willian
Yon, Edward & R. Canell
1990 PROPERTY TRflNSFERS
PROPERTY VflLUfiTIQN
NflWE Nap-Lot Acres LflND BUILDIN6
AbraAO, et
PROPERTY VPLUflTION
NWE WapH-ot Acres LflND BUILDING
Andre, Maurice & Susan Howard
PROPERTY VflLURTIQN
NRME Hap-Lot Acres UM) BUOINB











Brown, Ronald U.& Ann M.
Brown, II, Winthrop & M. O'Brien
Brutto, Charles M.& Jeanne
Bryant, Daniel S.& Ruth A.
Bryant, Doris B.
Bryant, Doris B.
Bryant, Tiarothy P.& Fabiola
Bui lard, Curtis R.& Shirley J.
Bui lard, Gary & Lynne
Bullock, Benjafflin & Frances B.





Burke, Dust in & Shirley
Burke, Jai^s & Velsa
Burkhardt, ftnne Helene
Burns, Richard J.& Maureen E.
Bums Trust, August C.
































Bussiere, Keith & Darlene (kenta
Butler, UilliaiB D.
Butler, Jr., Ediund J.
C.R. Bard, Inc., .
C.R. Bard, Inc., .
Cabot, L.T.& J. Mariner
Cabot, L.T.i J. Mariner
Cadorette, Norsan
Cady, Gloria E.& Douglas F.
Caggiano, Joseph & Jacqueline M.
Caisse, Brian P.& Diane M.
Calkin, Dana R.& Detorah L.
Callahan, Walter & Dorothy Lohaann
Calorio, Janes & Rot^rta
Camsarata, Rocco & Louise D.
Canpanella, Robert J.& Rita S.
Campbell, R.W.J.& Lillian I.
Canney, Patricia, David i Mark
Canney, Patricia, David & Mark
Canney, Patricia, David & Mark
Cantua, RayiKtnd F.
Cantwell, Kevin R.
Caouette, ftridre J.& Susan J.
Carbone, Frank, Carolyn & T.Kanter
Carey, Edwin J.i Edith R.
Carley, Edmund F. & Dorothy
CarlsDTi, Louis E.i Miriant E.
Carlson, Louis E.& Miriam E.
Carlson, Louis E.& Miriaia E.
CariBody, Williaa F.& Trina F.
Caron,Sr., Norirtan J. & Caroline N.
Carpenter, John
Carrier, Louis D.& Joyce G.
Carruthers, Cary D. & Sherry L.
Carruthers, Cary D.& Sherry L.
Zdrier, Frank fl. & Ladonna
Carter, Gregg
Carter, Richard H.i Carol E.
Hap-Lot
PROPERTY VflLURTIQN
NflfC HiP-Lot Acres LPND BUILDIHB
Caruso, David A.& Kathy
PROPERH VflLUflTIQN
NAME
Callella, Steven T.& Jane M.
Collella, Steven T.& Jane M.
Collins, Plichael & Janet C.
Collins, Robert & Catherine




Ccmdoffliniuffl Assoc., Devlp.Tean, Inc.
Connelly, David E.4 Vivien
Connelly, Shirley H.
Conover, Charles K.i Sharon fl.
Conte,Jr., Frank S.& Angelina N.
Corbosiero, Guy C.& Peggy fl.
Corrette, Robert J.& Louise
Corrette, Robert J.& Lcwise D.
Corrette, Robert J.& Louise D.
Corrette, Robert J.& Louise D.






Cough 1 in, Brian J.& Lauren E.
Courte»anche, Randy L.
Courtefflanche, Jr., Robert H.
Crabtree, Gertrude i S. Sundquist
Craig, John E. F. & Karen M.
Craig, John E.F.4 Karen M.






Creed, Thonkas i Anna
Cretntnins, Jr. , Uilliafli J.





Nflg fap-iot flcTBS LPND BUILDING




Davis, Shirley A.& Carleen L
Davis, Jr. , Roger P.& Joan M.
Davis, Jr. , Uilliam H.
Davis, Jr., Uilliao H.& Sandra M.
Davis, Jr., UilliaA H.& Sandra M.
De Hello, Edward & Shirley fl.
De Santis,Sr., Gasper & Mildred
Dearani, Pbrahao C.& Elizabeth B.
Dearden,Jr. , Joseph & P.Jenkins
Decatur, Crystal L.
Decatur, Thocias B.& Lucile
Decatur, Thcmas B.& Lucille A.
Decker, HoMard E.& Eleanor H.
Deegan, Robert U.& Despina M.
Dei isle, Scott & Ruth
Delongchaap, Roger D.& D.Jean
Delongchaap, Roger D.& D.Jean
Delory Estate, Margaret M.
Defflidoff, Nicholas A.& Loma
Depierrefeu, Alain Y.
Depierrefeu, Alain Y.
Derby, Lamrence E.& Dilys J.
Derby, Paul L.& Marsha M.
Derby, Stanley E.
DeSinone, Uillian S.& Elizabeth A.
Desmond, Ualter F.& Nancy L.
Despres, Roger R.
Despres, Theodore 0.& Marilyn
Devin, Robert A.& Elisabeth I.
Deyo, Gary H.& Judith A.
Deyo, Jaises H.
DiCeglie,Jr. , Vincent J.& Donna J.
Dick, Kenneth A.& Sharon G.
Dickenson, Kennin D.& Marsha A.
Dickie, Leslie & Paul Rhine





NtfC HiP-Lot Acres LPND BUILDING




Dunton, Robert U.& Marolyn U.
Duntcxi, Robert U.& Marolyn U.
Dunton, Stanford T.& June
DuntcHi, Stanford T.i June
Dunton, Halter ft.
Dupaul, Jafl»s E.& Terry L.
Dupaul, Jares E.& Terry L.
Durr, David H.& Carol





Dyckfflan, Dennis V.& Julia Y.
Earley, Thcwas J.
Eckberg, Jdin E.
Eddy, Daniel M.& J.Patriarca
Eddy, Henry, Nicole, J.Patriarca
Ehrich, Robert W.& ftnn








Eyles, Alfred R.& Patricia «.
Famosi, Margaret & Reynold




Favreau, Darnell R.& Debbie L.
Favreau, Donald R.
Favreau, Francis ft.i Catherine
Favreau, Rotert J.
Favreau, Robert J.& Marilyn
Hap-Lot Acres LPND BUILDING
08,21
PROPERTY VflLUftTIQN
NME Hap-Lot Acres LflND BUILDING





Garland, Donald M.4 Phyllis T.
Garland Estate, Florence 0.
Garland Estate, Florence 0.
Garrett, Donald E. & Cynthia L.
Gartner, John U.
Gartner, John U.
Gaseau Estate, Ann K.
Gasparoni, David P.
Gatcofflb, Joanna P.
Gauthier, Arthur F.& Patricia C.
Geary, Joan E.
Geary, Uilliam G.& Marianne
Gehling,Jr. , Raynond L.& Elizabeth
Geilfuss, Jaaes J.& Janet M.
Geiser, Dorothy
George, Justin U.& Mabel M.L
Gennain, Gary P.& Louise ft.
Gerrior, John B.& Barbara G.
Gibbons, III, yilliaoi H.& Jean E.
Gill, Brian C.& Valerie T.
Gillespie, Patrick T.& Karen
Gilman, Richard E.
Gilnore, Lewis D.& Mary G.
GiUore, Lewis D.i Mary G.
Girard, Dennis & James
Girard, Sandra A.
Giroux, Lily I.
Glidden, Steven & Ruth E.
Goddard, Arnold & Rachael
Goetz,Jr. , Fred W.
Goetz,Jr., Fred U.




Goodnow, et al, Evelyn R.
Goodwin, Russell G.
Goodwin, Uayne J.& Barbara A.




Goodwin, Jr. , Russell G.
Gorbet, Michael & Lisa U.
Gordon, Robert J.
Gould, Melrose ft.& Kathryn
Gouslin, Roger fl 4 Linda J.
Grab, Michael & Lola-Gene B.
Grabarz, John P.& Patricia fl.
Graf, Jr., George L.& Lilly H.
Graf, Jr., George L.& Liily,et al
Graf, Jr. et al, George L.
Graf, Jr. et al, George L.
Graham, Gary H.& Alice P.
Grant, Harold E.
Grant, Lloyd W.& Helen
Grant, Phillip L.4 flnita M.
Grasewicz, Paul F.& Rose M.
Gravel, Donald F.
Graves, Jon T.& Ruth B.
Greeley, Roland B.
Greeley, Roland B.
Green, Alfred H.& Joan K.
Green, David J.& Barbara L.
Green, Trustee, Raymond C.
Green, Trustee, Rayntond C.
Green, Trustee, Raymond C.
Green, Trustee, Raymond C.
Green, Trustee, RaymOTd C.
Green, Trustee, Raymond C.
Green, Trustee, Raymond C,
Greene, Gerald C.& Louise L.
Greene, Uilliam E.& Helen L.
Greene, et al, Barbara L,
Gregory, Sheila E.
Greiner, Walter K.
Grier, fl. Peter i Donna
Grier, John J.
Griffin, Daniel T.
Map-Lot teres LflND BUILDING
08, 45-04
PROPERTY VRLUQTIQN
Nfl>C Wap-Lot Acres LPND BUILDINB








Hark ins, Rbt., Nancy & V.Lake
Harrington, Donald E.& Shirley ft.
Harrington, Jr. et al, Robert N.
Harrison, Jr. , Edwin J.& Beryl M.
Hart, Edward J.& Edward W.
Hart, Paul R.
Hautanen, Brian J.& Donna
Hawley,Jr. , Harry T.& Elaine G.
Hayden, Gerald D.
Hayes, Gary
Haynes, Nathaniel & Robin
Haynes, Timothy & Susan L.
Heald, Gary ft.
Heat ley, Craig B.& ftdrienne M.










Hewitt, John L.& Mary E.
Higgins, Uayne R.& Wanda E.
Hildreth,Sr., Ronald & Sandra
Hill, ftarno I.& Hilda R.
Hill, fttle ft.
Hill, David L.
Hill, David L.& Nancy H.
Hill, David L.& Nancy H.
Hill, David L.& Nancy H.
Hill, Douglas U.




Hill, HoMard H.& Deborah fl.
Hill Estate, Eleanore M.
Hill Estate, Eleanore M.
Hilton, Barry P.& Shari L
Hirschberger, Lenice
Hoag, Uilliaa
Hoey,Jr. , Clifton G.& Margaret
Hofiaeister, Paul 0.& Annette 0.
Holbrook, Barbara R.








Holnan, Jaoes W.& Ursula
Holsan, John E. & Debbie
Holfflan, John E.& Debbie A.
Holnan, Richard A.& Sandra
Holsan, Rosalie P.& Kathleen
Holflvan 1983 Trust, .
Hoiroan 1983 Trust, .
HoliBes, H.David & Irene E.
Holmes, Walter B.
Holiftes Estate, Mildred E.
Holaes Estate, Mildred E.
Holmes Estate, Mildred E.
Hoiffles Estate, Mildred E.
Honeycutt, Marshall L.& Catherine
Hongisto, Gertrude
Hongisto, Walter E.& Modena
Hooper, Richard & Avis
Houpt, Freda B.




Hap-Lot Acres LflND BUILDING
10,20
PROPERTY VflLUATIQN
WPtC HaH-ot teres LflND
HoMell, Leona
PROPERTY VflLUATIQN
Wtg Wap-Lot Qcres UW BUILDIWB
Jacobs, Arthur R.& Marlyn M. 37,09 0.28e 505M 21,
m
Jacobs, Francis B. 08,18 1.A00 316W 3A,5M
Jadwin, John 06,42 62.000 50500 69,950
Jadwin, John 06,43 1.400 33700 5,900
Jagiello, George & Fredi Walker 43,02-18 1.000 30400 16,550
Januskiewiecz, Peter R.& Tracey fl. 06,40-12 2.040 45^ 58,050
Jarvi, Heirs, David 11,05 45.000 78400
Jarvis, John A.& Lorraine fl. 07,10 11.300 25600
Jarv is, John fl.& Lorraine ft. 34,14 3.700 35550 69,500
Jensen, David H.& Diane D. 27,05 0.760 27500 32,550
Jensen, David H.& Diane D. 27,10-01 2.000 22000 8,350
Jobbagy,Sr., Francis & Mary 15,23 20.000 160M
Johansson, Carl S.& Doris E. 04,55-06 10.000 56500 73,600
Johansson, Carl S.& Doris E. 04,55-07 5.000 42600 145,050
Johnson, ftgnes J. 12,40-05 6.300 35950
Johnson, Bruce 07,07-38 2000 14,800
Johnson, Carl H.& ftgnes J. 12,46 47.900 38300
Johnson, Margaret L. 10,01 9.500 773^ 51,850
Johnson, Melinda C. 08,43-01 2.480 36900 93,800
Johnson, Robert W. 13,04-05 10.000 41000 72,250
Johnson, Ronald & Sarah 42,02-17 30400 21,000
Jol-.nson, Russell J.i Annette 40,05 1.000 32500 56,550
Johnson, Jr., Arthur L. 41,08 2.700 35950 72,450
Jones, Quentin R.& Bonnie M. 03,06-01 12.000 67300 69,200
Jones, SaiBuel B.& Barbara L. 03,04 36.000 2900
Jones, Sasuel B.& Barbara L. 03,06 37.400 49550 199,600
Jones, SaAuel B.& Barbara L. 03,07 9.000 900 800
Josl in, TifBothy H.& Kristin M. 16,15-01 4.800 39250 32,800
Joy, Elliot S. 34,09-02 . 26,400
Joy, Lester & Janice Lucius 04,22-01 10.000 39700 35,200
Joyce, Robert F.4 Phyllis E. 01,06 0.700 13300
Joyce, Robert F.& Phyllis E. 02,04 7.500 28300
Judge, Norman E.i Jeanne E. 10,40-01 3.000 37300 53,950
Judycki, Anthony U. 25,10 5508 16,500
KAB Realty Trust, Karen Bazley, Trust 28,04 1.700 58000 174,650
KAB Realty Trust, Karen Bazley, Trust 28,05 0.350 14000
Kane, Albert J.& Beverly J. 08,43-02 2.200 35300 73,850
Kassotis, U^yne H.& Linda A. 03,24 3.000 41900 62,650




Kates, Jaaes G.& Peter
Kates, Ja«es 6.& Peter
Keilig, Roger B.
Keith, Marguerite & Bonnie H.
Kelly, John J.i Patricia H.
Kelly, Judith fl.
Kelly, Paul L& finny F.
Kendall, Winters M.& filice
Kendall, et al, Frank
Ken 1 son, Donna
Kenison, Linda ^pe
Kennedy, Brian K.4 Helen S.
Kennedy, ^eila C.& Jases H.
Kennedy, ^ila C.& Jai»s H.
Kennedy, ^eila C.& JaAes H.
Kennedy, Sheila C.& Jaies H.
Kennedy, Sheila C.& Jaaes H.
Kennedy, Sheila C.& Jases H.
Kennedy, Sheila C.& Jases H.
Kennedy, Sheila C.& Jases H,
Kennedy, ^eila C.& Janes H.
Kennedy, ^eila C.& Jases H.
Kennedy, ^eila C.& JaKs H.
Kennedy, Sheila C.& JaAes H.
Kennedy, Sheila C.& Jaies H.
Kennedy, ^eila C.& Jases H.
Kennedy, Sheila C.& Jases H.
Kenney, Harold T.4 flrlene L.
Kenney, June B.
Kenney, Jr. , Harry E.& Constance S.
Kerrigan, et al, Joseph (Trustees)
Ketola, Warren R.
Khoury, Brian U.
Kiberd, Nyles fi.& Eleanor B.
Kiberd, Hyles fi.& Eleanor B.
Killeen, fiustin J.& finne K.
Killory, Daniel & findrea M.
Kinney, David & Christine
Kirby, Megan
WiP-Lot Acres LPND BUIUINB
87,32
PROPERTY VfLUATIQN
MWE Hap-Lot Acres LPM) BUILDING
Kiritsy, Charles fl.i Virginia
PROPERTY VflLUATIQN





Lewis, Walter V.& Dorothy W.
Lexington Town Eaployees, Federal Cr
Lilback, Reino
Lilback, Reino M.& Carolyn
Lilback, Reino M.& Carolyn A.
Lilback Estate, Eino J.
Lilback Estate, Eino J.
LiAauro, Harino & Marie
Lindersan, Jaoes L.
Link, Susan S.
Linskey, Donald D.& Jo-ann M.
Linton, Margaret
Lintcxi, Robert & Margaret R.
Litchfield, Eva P.
Little Monadnock Realty Trust, .
Lively, Daniel & Nancy
Livengood, David 6.& Debra M.
Lojko, Steven L.& Marie Carole
Long, Nicholas R.& Nancy K.




Loni Sue Realty Trust, Elena Richard
Looflis, Doris
Loos, Charles B.4 Carolyn fl.
Lord, Barbara J.
Love, David M.& Elaine R.




Lund, Alfred P.& Patricia
Luopa Estate, Arne U.
Lyaberg, John U.& John A. Uarner
Lynch et al, Donald F.
MacAlister, Bruce & Marilyn
MacDonald,Jr. , Angus D.& Carolyn




MacKay, Don.& Morgan Stinemetz II
MacKay, Don.& Morgan Stineatetz II
MacKenzie, Scott L.& Jolyn M.
Hackey, Janes F.& Beatrice
Mackey, Ruth S.
MacKnight, Roger n.& Joanne M.
MacKnight, Roger fl.& Joanne M.
Maclean, Uayne n.& Rita E.
Hageary, Michael A.
Mahler, Kenneth U.& Laura B.
Mahoney, Daniel & Cheryl
Main, Jr. , Howard L.
Mandra, Joseph
Manhoff, Harold D.& Mildred
Manhoff, Harold D.& Mildred
Manhoff, Harold D.& Mildred
Marchetti, Karin




Marotta, Alfred & Rose
Marsden, Joseph P.& Velna J.
Marsden, Williais J.& Marie J.
Marshall, Richard & Joyce
Marshall, Richard L.& Claire L.
Marshia,Jr. , Ronald & Grace
Martel, Christopher M.& Wendy
Martin, Barry J.& Eliz.
Martin, Doris C.& Joan E.
Martin, Edward C.& Sieglinde
Martin, Francis & Marie E.
Martin, Josephine P.
Martin, Levi F.& Gertrude
Martin, Nancy fl.
Martin, Randall 5.& Lori Kay
Martorilli, Carmine V.4 Yvette
Massin, Charles G.B.& Francis C.
Massin, Charles G.B.& Susan M.




Massin, Francis C.& Elizabeth
Massin, Francis C.& Elizabeth
Hatterazzo, Eugene M.& Mary E.
Matthews, Pauline J.& Dale
Mattson, Aune S.
Hattson, Pune S.
Mattson, Edwin G.& Shirley
Mattson, Jr., Edwin 0.& Sandra
Maurer, Philip L.& Elizabeth
Maurer, Philip L.& Elizabeth
MftW Fitzwilliam Trust, Peter Saith,T
MfiW Fitzwilliaa Trust, Peter S«ith,T
May, Franklin D.& Evelyn P.
May, Jeffrey L.& Sheila M.
May, Laurie C.& Darryl F.
May, Warren H.& Linda J.
May, Warren H.& Linda J.
May, WilliaiB H.& Jo Ann M.
Mayer, flrno
Mayer Molding Corp., .
Mazaleski, Edward & Lillian
Mazzochi, Richard 6.& Leslie C.
^ Qrdle, Margaret A.
Mc Cann, Willian J.& Betty C.
Mc Closky, Richard F.& Mary P.
Mc Hugh, Judith A.& Thoftas J.
Mc Kenney, Robert F.& Claudia Cinoa
Mc Kenney, William A. & Karen 1.
Mc Nutt, Donald L.& Iris B.
McCarthy, Caroline Hughes
McCulla, Thofflas S.& Beverly
McElaney, Alfred A.& Beverly J.
McGrath, Michael P.& Joan F.
McHenry, Thoflias 6.& Jane R.
McKinnon, Paul E.& Kathryn J.
McLaughlin, Bertram B.& Joan B.
McLaughlin, Bertram B.& Joan B.
McLaughlin, Bertram B.& Joan B.
MEADOWOOD CNTY.AREA FIRE DEPT., .




MEflDOWOQD CNTY.flREfl FIRE DEPT., .
MEftDOWOOD CNTY.flREfl FIRE DEPT., .
MEflDOWOQD CNTY.flREfl FIRE DEPT., .
^EflDOWOOD MEMBERSHIP, .
Meattey, Darryl D.i Janet






Medina, Doiingo & Lucille J.
Melosky, Stephen & Elizabeth
Melvin, Janes 6.
Mendeloff, Ernest M.& Kirstin
Mendeloff, Ernest M.& Kirstin
ftercier, John ft.& Vicki L
terrifield, B.Kenneth
Merrifield, Erwin H.& Frigon N.E.
terr ill, Theodora M.






Methe, Michael fl.& Nancy C.
Methe, Michael fl.& Nancy C.
Itetzger, Frank J.
Metzger, J. Hayes & Katherine
Meyer, Dr. Eugene U.
Meyer, Dr. Eugene U.
Michelson, Carl
MichelsOT, Frank fl.& Joan
Michelson, Frank fl.& Joan
Michelson, Kenneth, et al
Michelson, Priscilla M.
Michelson, Priscilla M.
Michelson, Wayne H.& Elaine M.





Hilanesi, Lcxiis H.& Elaine A.
Hilano, Joseph A.& Alice T.
Hilbum, Robert & Elizabeth
Miller, Jeffrey D.& Jean
Miller, John D.& Elizabeth
Miller, John D.& Elizabeth
Miller, Nancy U.& Crlyn. Saari
Miller, Rotert P.& Donna Jean
Millett, Charles E.4 Mary V.
Mills, Caaeron L.& Roberta P.
Miner, Michael G. et al
Mitchell, Peter G.& Susan M.
Monadnock Lifetime, PraJucts
Monadnock Lifetime, Products
MONADNOCK REGIONAL SCHOOL DIST,
MONADNOCK REGIONAL SCHOOL DIST,
Monaghan, Thooas
Monether, Peter C.& Anita L.
Monkton, Donald S.& Dolores A.
Moran, Thoaas F.& Uayne U.
Morey, Kenneth H.
torey, Maureen L.
Morey, Ronald U. & Lecia
Morgan, Carl & Patricia
Moriarty, Francis J.
Morin, Steven M.& Michele L.
Morong, Kevin P.i Lisa
Morrarty, Florence
Morrison, John D.4 Alice E.
Morse, Daniel C.
Morse, Donald R.& Elizabeth A.
Mossa, Richard
Mosseau, Janes P.& Irene F.
Moulton, Alan R.& Ellinor L.
Mowry, Wesley I.i Charlotte P.
Mroz, Uilliam & Beverly A.
Mulhall, Michael 0.
Mullen, Donald P.& John U.









Hunger, Uesley B.& Hichelle fl.
f^rbach, Uilliaa T.& Mary C.
Hurphy, Dennis H.& Kevin J.
Hurphy, Robert A.& Janice L.
Hurray, fllvin H.4 Nancy
Hurray, fllvin M.& Nancy
^rray, Edward Thosas
^rray, Leo P.& Elaine
Hyer, fllan G.
Hyrick, Harrison D.& Betty M.
Nattila, Steven S.& Robyn J.
Naylor, Cecilia
Naylor, Cecilia
V£ Power Co., c/o Prop. Tax Dept.
Nelsfxi, Uilliai
Nevin, Ftenry H.
New Eng.Tel., & Tel. Co.
Newcoeb, Paulette & L.Schiske
Newtcxi, Joseph R.
NickerscOT, R(^nie fl.& Lorelei fl.
Nieber, Donald L.& Fay E.
Niei^la, Michael
Nieftela, Hichael F.& Carol E.
NieAela, Ralph J.& Grace H.
NieAela, Ralph R.& Helen E.
Nieaela, Ralph R.& Helen E.
Nieaela, Ralph, Helen & Ralph J.
Nirenberg, Morris & Rita
Noble, Susan M.
Noble, Susan U.
Nolan, Martin U.& Denise
Nolan, Robert J.
Nolan, Jr., Matthew J.& Mary B.
Norby, Steven fl.& David J.
teH,ot Acres LflND BUILDING
07,07-45
PROPERTY VflLUflTIQN
NflHE Hap-Lot Acres LflND BUILDING
Norcross, F.Paul & Julia R.
PROPERTY VflLUflTION
klQUP Hap-Lot teres LflND BUILDING
Parison, James fl.& Margaret M.
PROPERTY VflLURTIQN
NRIC Wap-iot Acres LflND BUILDINB
Perry, Edythe & Calvin, J.Price
PROPERTY VALUATION
NfWE Hap-Lot teres LflND BUILDING
Properties, Inc. , c/o
Properties, Inc., c/o PSNH
Properties, Inc., c/o PSNH
Public Service, Co. of NH
Public Service, Co. of NH
Public Service, Co. of NH
Public Service, Co. of NH
Public Service, Co. of NH
Public Service, Co. of NH
Public Service, Co. of NH
Public Service, Co. of NH
Pulis, Muriel J.& Andrea
Putney, Roger fl.
Putney, Roger fl.
Pyrro, Williain R.& Helen E.
Quesnel, Roger J.i Harriet
Quinby, Tiffiothy S.& Sandra
Quinn, John & Lora Burgoon
Quinn, Patrick F.i Shirley
Quinnehtuk Co., .
Radke, Janet & Richard Lamy
Radke, Janet & Richard Laay











Russell 6.& Dee M.
Russell 6.& Dee M.
Jr., Arthur & Diane
Jr., Arthur J.k Dianne






















Ries, Kernel 1 & Harriet D.
Riley, John J.& Sheila B.
Riley, Thooas J.
Rine, Alexander L.
Robbitts, UilliaA D.& Theresa
Rot^rts, Ja^s W.& Sharcm A.
Roberts, Jane U.
Roberts, Kenneth D.
Roterts, Kenneth D.& Jane U.
Robertson, Roland & Beatrice
Robichaud, Thcraas fl.& Jo-f^n
Robidcxix,Sr. , Edward J.& Cora L
Robinson, Anita H.
RobinsOT, Jane
RobinsOT, Tiaothy B.& Mary Ellen
Rocheleau, Martin C.& Carol Ann
Rockwoal, Mary
Rogers, Jaaes M.& Eleanor J.
Rogers, Robert & Diane McPherson
Rofitano, Joseph E.& Jenny
Rose, Joanne
Ross, Thofltas A.& Elizabeth A.
Rousseau, Arthur J.& Genevieve
Rousseau, Arthur J.& Benevieve
Rousseau, Ednund A.& Kay F.
Rousseau, Leona
Rousseau, Lola
Roy, Hossr S.& Janet E.
Roy, Kenneth F.& Gail A.
Roy, Jr., Winston/Lilly & LExel
Roy,Sr., Arthur C.& Joyce A.
Royce, John J.& Janet L.
Roye, Wendell J.
Rudy, Jr. , Dan & Debra
Rugg, Madeline D.& Thc»as I.
Rugg, Madeline D. & Thoaas 1.
Rugg, Thoffias 1.& Donna M.
Ruaba, Richard C.& Lynne A.
Rumrill, Robert & Deborah
Nap-Lot Acres LflND BUILDING
04,59
PROPERTY VflLUATIQN






Schaidt, Kurt 6.& S.Earley
Schultz, Robert E.i Phyllis S.
Schuoann, Robert & Rose Nary
Schuaann, II, Jaaes L.& Martha L.
SciabarrasijJr. , (^thony & D.Caouett
Scovel, Carl R.i Faith B.
Seltzer, John C.& Theresa E.
Serino, Richard C.& Rosetta
Serpa, Jeanne fl.
Seyaour, Robert & Cynthia
Shannon-Daley, Jeanne
^aN, Charles E.
^ay, FkMard U.& Barbara
^ear, Maurice
^eehan,Jr. , Janes J.& Jennifer L.
Sherian, Bartlett H.& Joan M.
Shuffleton, Dean S.& Ellen
Shuster, Karl R.i Patricia R.
Si lander, Herbert E.
Sillanpaa, Glenn U.& Theresa M.
Silver, Charles C.
Silverman, Terry fl.
Silvia, Anthony R.& Joanne
Sinarano, Florence A.
Singleton, Fred 6.& Marion 6.
Skinner, Edson M.& Lea M.
Slavic, Fred M.& Rosalind U.
Sfflall, Michael, Jaoes & Patricia
Sflith, Efflily H.
Saith, Oscar R.& Margaret M.
Sflith, Ralph G.& Shirley E.
Sfflith, Raftona
Sflith, Ronald N.& Pauline M.
Sflith, Thoflas Q.& Alice
Sflith, Thoflas Q.& Alice
Sflith, Jr. , Crandall & Margaret
Snell, Alice E.





Snell, Jaises D.& Alice E.
SnoM, Lorna K.& Barbara Leith
Snyder, Raynond W.& Barbara
Sokol, ThcMtas J.& M. Madden
Sokol, Thoaas J.& M. Madden
Soly, Joseph E.& Patricia
Songer, Keith
Spanks, Walter H.& Josephine fl.
Spanks, Walter H.& Josephine R.
Spaulding, Evelyn M.
Spaulding, Evelyn M.
Spector, Sheldon fl.& Karen J.













Spoon, RayiBond fl.& Judith fl.
ST. JOSEPH'S MISSION, .
ST, JOSEPH'S MISSION, .
St. Laurent, Christopher & Halma
Stark, Daniel J.& Kathleen ft.
Stark, Daniel J.& Kathleen ft.
Stark, Daniel J.& Kathleen ft.
Starkey, Carleton E.& Brenda
Starkey, Eugene F.
Starrett, Paul D.& Patricia S.
Starrett, Paul D.& Patricia S.
STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE, .
STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE, .









Swezey, Clarence E.& Muriel M.
Swezey, Constance & G.H Neuhoff
Sylvester, et al, Paul F.
Taddeo, Ronald Lee




Taaposi, Nicholas & Mark Maynard
Taiposi, Nicholas & Mark Maynard
Taflposi, Nicholas & Mark Maynard
Taaposi, Nicholas & Mark Maynard
Tanposi, Nicholas & Mark Maynard
Taaposi, Nicholas & Mark Maynard
Taaposi, Nicholas & Mark Maynard
TaAposi, Nicholas & Mark Maynard
Tardiff, Joseph E.4 Ruth M.
Tardiff, Joseph E.i Ruth M.
Tarlton, Peter U.
Tarlton, Peter U.




Taylor, Uilliaa T.& Elizabeth
Tenney, III, Charles & Jenny Luopa
Terpstra, Michael D.& Kathleen
Theall, Robert J.& Diane





Thompson, AUyn M.& Robert L.
ThoApson, AUyn M.& Robert L.
Thompson, Allyn M.& Robert L.




ThoApson, Barbara L.& Michael
Thoapson, Eric & Mary U.
ThoApson, Eric & Mary U.
Thoapson, Gertruad E.
Thoapson, Peter
Thoapson, Robert L.& flllyn M.
Thcmpscm, Tcxid C.
Tierney, Paul E.& Susan E.
Tiemey, Paul E.& Susan E.
Tierney, Jr., Gerald F.i Joyce C.
Tillson, l-kxier S.& Dianne F.
Tolnan, Richard D.
Toltcvi, George R.& Lynda
Tolton, George R.& Lynda
Toimila, Alan
, Alan
, Cory F.& Katherine R.
, Felix U.& Helffli E.
, Felix U.& Helflii E.
, Felix W.& HelBi E.
, Felix U.& Heloi E.
, Felix U.& Helffli E.







, Charles D.& Doris C.
Philip ft.& Virginia R.

















TOWN OF FITZHILLIftM, (Tax Deed)
TOWN OF FITZWILLIftM, (Tax Deed)
TOWN OF FITZWILLIftM, (Tax Deed)
TOWN OF FITZWILLIftM, .
TOWN OF FITZWILLIftM, .
TOWN OF FITZWILLIftM, .
TOWN OF FITZWILLIftM, .




































Trendell, Lance & Katina
Trowbridge, Richard K.i Marjory P.
Troy Mills, Inc.
Trueax, Bradley J.& Kathleen ft.
Trueax, Clyde P.& Faith M.
Tucker, Robert M.& Marlane J.
Tuliano, Edward













Turner, Jr. , LetMiard E.4 Donna J.
Tuxbury, Ronald S.& Debra A.









UNKNOWN, ?? (Formerly Irvings)
V.F.W. - LITTLE MONADNOCK POST,
Vaida, Enil & Pearl B.
Van Blarcoffl, Edward & Caroen
Van Blarcos, Edward & Caroen C.
VanDenark, Grant L.& Nancy N.
Vandersluis, Betty A.
Vamey, Donald D.
Veale, Joseph A.& Margaret B.
Vecere, Doainic & Sylvia M.
Vianey, Barbara





Wagner, Henry C.& (^geline C.
Waites, Williaoi A.& Ethel L.
Walden,Jr. , Edward C.& Valerie
Waldron, Barbara J.
Walker, Frank H.& Evelyn
Walker, Robert P.











wm HaiKflt ftcres LflND BUILDINB
Itiite, Dave U.& Lorraine
PROPERTY VflLUnTIQN
NflHE Hap-Lot ftcres UW BUILDING
Woods, Henry & Mary Ann
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